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1 Executive Summary
On 08 October 2018, the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) published its Special Report on
“Global Warming of 1.5°C “. The landmark report outlines considerable risks – such as escalating impacts of
extreme events, sea level rise, slowed economic growth, and biodiversity loss – should global warming
exceed 1.5°C (IPCC, 2018). In order to limit these considerable risks, rapid, far-reaching and unprecedented
changes in all aspects of society are required.
The changes not only include urgently enhancing climate action, but also increased adaptation measures
adequate to adapt to the impacts and risks of climate change. Such impacts and risks are present already
today. While the global reinsurer Munich Re assessed the total disaster losses from weather and climaterelated events in 2017 at a record of US$ 320 billion, the Global Risks Report of the World Economic Forum
ranked extreme weather events again as the most serious risk facing the world in 2018 (Munich Re, 2018;
World Economic Forum, 2018). These two examples lead to the question how such extreme weather and
climate-related events and risks could exactly be limited for societies? And how can the resilience of
European member states, their regions and sectors be increased?
As part of its H2020 strategic perspective, the European Union has decided to support the development of
climate services in order to facilitate the uptake of efficient adaptation measures. Climate services (CS) can
play an integral role in providing science-based and tailor-made solutions for adaptation. They help us
understand how a certain region or a certain sector might particularly be affected by climate change and
they can provide concrete insights into the options of what might be best to be done in order to reduce
climate-related risks. Thus, climate services can be the right tool to support climate-informed decisionmaking on all levels.
However, the European climate services market is still young and in a phase of development. While a large
number of potential climate services users doesn’t know which benefits climate services can actually
provide, climate services providers seem to lack understanding of which climate information users exactly
need (Bater, 2018; Lamich et. al, 2018, Tart et. al, 2018). Even though the climate services market is
expected to strongly evolve in the future, it is still unclear where the climate services market currently
stands. This knowledge, however, is needed in order to build up a well-functioning market as well as to
enable successful adaptation to climate change.
This deliverable (D2.5) presents pioneering insights into the European climate services market. Based on
MARCO’s large amount of quantitative and qualitative research results, it analyses not only the supply of
climate services by CS providers and demand for climate services by CS users, but it unveils the gap
between the both. The objective of D2.5 is to identify especially these business opportunities where market
demand is currently greater than supply. With the help of such information it should be possible to avoid
incorrect decisions in terms of climate services users’ needs in the future, which could waste the potential
of climate services and affect the stability of the climate services market as a whole. In order to be able to
avoid such incorrect decisions, D2.5 not only identifies and presents the gaps on the current climate
services market, but it also presents expected gaps in the future climate services market. Once these gaps
are known, the gap between the current and the future state of the market can also be detected.
All three gaps – current gaps, future gaps and gaps between current and future demand and supply – are
assessed at (1.) a country scale, at (2.) a product scale and at (3.) a sectoral scale. This means that D2.5
considers 28 European member states, 8 different climate services types and 27 different sectors. All
analyses are based on transactional ascertained market values, on results of the climate services providers
database and on survey results of climate services users; all of them generated within the scope of MARCO.
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Besides that, research results on climate vulnerabilities and risks are presented, which enable conclusions
on future demand patterns and possible gaps at the country scale and the sectoral scale.
In the first and most important part of the analysis – the assessment of the current climate services market
in chapter 4 – it can be illustrated that there is a large unequal distribution of climate services sales
between European member states. Also, CS providers and CS users seem to be largely unequal distributed.
While the different climate services types are likewise unequally demanded and supplied, demand and
supply patterns also differ between sectors. This together leads to the identification of three different
climate services markets: (1.) a CS market in a state of disequilibrium due to a shortage of climate services,
(2.) a CS market in a state of disequilibrium due to a surplus of available climate services and (3.) a CS
market being in a very premature state with need of development. For example, it can be shown that the
CS type “Data Management” is currently provided almost twice as often as actually demanded by CS users.
At the same time, there is a shortage of the CS types “Operation” and “Modelling”. In terms of the sectors,
it can be illustrated that the Built Environment and Exploration sectors are currently under-serviced, while
in the Public & Charitable Bodies sector climate services are being supplied three times as often as actually
demanded by CS users. It becomes obvious that such identified gaps might want to be reduced. Still, their
interpretation should be done with care because identified gaps are based on sample results, which
couldn’t be extrapolated due to a lack of available information. This means that the scope of gaps might not
necessarily apply to the entire European CS market, whose actual number of active CS providers and actual
number of engaged CS users as well as actual price patterns and quantities of offered climate services are
still unknown. What the identified gaps can illustrate, though, is that there seem to be large differences
between current CS demand and CS supply based on sample results (transactional ascertained CS sales
values, identified CS providers and identified CS users).
The second part of the analysis presents the expected development of the future climate services market
in chapter 5. Two analytical approaches are applied. The first analytical approach is concentrated on future
climate services sales values on the commercial CS market. It can be shown that climate services sales
values are expected to grow steadily at similar, very high growth rates in European member states as well
as across all 8 CS types, while growth is expected to vary between sectors. The climate vulnerability and risk
analysis – the second analytical approach – confirms different demand and supply patterns between
sectors. Some sectors are more vulnerable to climate-related risks than others, wherefore also a higher CS
market growth can be expected. However, vulnerabilities and risks also differ significantly between the
European member states. Especially South and South-East European member states are expected to be
highly vulnerable to the impacts of climate change due to their generally very low capacity to adapt. So,
whilst the climate vulnerability and risk analysis suggest different CS market growth between European
member states, the forecasts on future CS sales values expect a similar growth in all European countries.
Based on (1.) the results on current gaps on the climate services market and based on the results on (2.)
future trends on the climate services market, chapter 6 presents gaps between the current and future
state of the market. While the previous two parts of the analysis obtain a high degree of complexity, only
main results are now compared with each other. The comparison unveils that current gaps are likely to
sustain in the future. A particular danger might exist for European member states, CS types, and sectors
with a current surplus of available climate services on the market. Due to the assessed very healthy future
market growth, such surplus might sustain or even increase. Contrary to that, countries, CS types or sectors
with a current shortage of available climate services might be able to reduce or even eliminate their
shortages in the future. This might apply for example to the CS types “Measurement”, “Operation” and
“Modelling”.
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All in all, this deliverable provides a comprehensive insight into the European climate services market. Its
various analyses and subsections can be considered as stand-alone analyses. However, only the step-bystep comparison of results and the final correlation of all results at the end of each chapter allow to identify
underling gaps between CS demand and CS supply. In this regard, the analysis of the current state of the
climate services market is the most essential and most rich analysis (chapter 4, section 4.4). Together with
the analysis of the future state of the climate services market (chapter 5), it provides the basis, which is
needed to compare current and future CS demand and CS supply (chapter 6). This comparison results in 25
final statements in the concluding chapter of this deliverable (chapter 7). All the key messages (17),
identified trends (2) and identified gaps (6) from the previous analyses are here presented as a main
outcome.
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2 Introduction
2.1 Context of MARCO
Climate change is among the most important societal challenge of our time (World Economic Forum, 2016).
Responding to the challenge requires immediate actions to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and to adapt
to those unavoidable changes that are already occurring. To do so, climate services play a major role as
being part of the solution, as they support climate-informed decision-making on all levels in public
administration and private businesses.
As such, the concept of climate services has rapidly evolved over the past years. Due to the various climate
services definitions, which stem from the historical developments and differing user needs, MARCO applies
the very broad definition of climate services as provided by the European Research and Innovation
Roadmap for Climate Services (European Commission, 2015),
“(…) which covers the transformation of climate-related data – together with other relevant information –
into customised products such as projections, forecasts, information, trends, economic analysis, assessments
(including technology assessment), counselling on best practices, development and evaluation of solutions,
and any other service in relation to climate that may be of use for the society at large. As such, these services
include data, information and knowledge that support adaptation, mitigation and disaster risk management
(DRM)”.

Although climate services science has become an essential part of climate research in Europe as well as on
global scale, the landscape of the climate services community is still fragmented. To support the sustainable
growth of the climate services market, the European Union has taken several actions in its current research
framework Horizon 2020 (H2020); among others demonstration calls on the added value of climate
services, the ERA-NET for Climate Services or coordination and support actions aiming at networking.
Further activities to be mentioned are those launched by the Copernicus Climate Change Service (C3S).
Against this background, MARCO aims at unveiling market opportunities to support future market growth.
The market is thereby defined as a space of commercial and non-commercial exchange of information and
products. It thus includes, in accordance with the definition above, activities within the red rectangle of
Figure 1.

Figure 1: The essence of climate services

Source: European Commission, 2015
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2.2 Aim of D2.5
The ‘Demand-supply gap analysis’ of the present deliverable D2.5 integrates the results of the different
quantitative and qualitative approaches and methodologies applied in WP2 (Towards a market observatory),
WP3 (Climate services providers), WP4 (Potential and actual demand) and WP5 (Case studies).
The objective of this in-depth gap analysis is to identify business opportunities by identifying especially those
market areas, where, according to articulated users’ needs, a high demand is existing but either no services,
only limited numbers or the “wrong” services are offered. D2.5 also considers and analyses research results
on potential scenarios and future demand given expected trends in climate events and socio-economic
activities. A spatial linked vulnerability and risk analysis provides insights in future market opportunities and
the economic benefits of improved climate information.
The gap analysis follows a regional (NUTS 0 and 1 regions) and a sectorial (sectors defined by MARCO and
NACE codes) approach. The results of this gap analysis will serve as input to task 2.3 (innovation models) and
task 2.4 (recommendations). In order to address the gaps identified in this deliverable, propositions for
suitable innovation models will be developed in task 2.3, while task 2.4 will come up with recommendations
for both public decision-makers and private businesses on how market uptake of climate services could
exactly be facilitated.
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3 Methodology
3.1 Gap analysis
Gap analyses are widely used by companies as a strategic management tool. They compare the actual
achievement of a company with its potential achievement in order to identify the gap between the both.
Once such gap is identified, it can be filled to reach a company’s full potential.
The challenge of this deliverable is that a gap analysis is not conducted for a single company. Instead, the
gap analysis of D2.5 goes far beyond that. D2.5 explores the entire climate services market of the 28
European member states by analyzing (1.) where the European climate services market currently stands,
(2.) where the climate services market is expected to go and subsequently (3.) what the climate services
market needs to do in order to reach its potential. This means that the objective of D2.5 is to identify
business opportunities by identifying especially those market areas, where, according to articulated users’
needs, a high demand of climate services is existing but either no service, only limited numbers or the
‘wrong’ services are offered.
To identify, quantify and select business market segments, which are currently under-serviced, is of high
importance for the European climate services market. Only with this knowledge it is possible to avoid
incorrect decisions in terms of climate services users’ needs in the future. Such incorrect decisions can
waste the potential of climate services and their investment funding – or even worse, can create corporate
chaos that affects the very foundation of climate services provider’s stability and the stability of the young
climate services market as a whole. With the help of the market gap analysis presented in D2.5, such
incorrect business decisions could be minimized because especially these sales opportunities are
discovered and uncovered where market demand is greater than supply.
The gaps between climate services supply and climate services demand are unveiled by following a
systematic research approach. Figure 2 below gives a schematic presentation of the essential parts of this
approach.
Figure 2: Strategic gap analysis
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According to Figure 2, the gap analysis consists of three working steps.
1. In step number one, a detailed assessment of the current state of the climate services market is
conducted. It is based on qualitative and quantitative information that was gained during various work
packages (WP2 – WP5) of MARCO. The goal of this mixed-methods-approach is to evaluate everything
that is related to the current state of the market in order to get the “big picture” of how the market is
exactly functioning at the moment. This includes a detailed analysis of the current CS supply by CS
providers and a comprehensive analysis of the current CS demand by CS users. Both analyses refer to
the two boxes of Figure 2 “What we already KNOW” and “What we already CAN DO”. Once supply and
demand patterns are assessed, current gaps can be identified between the both. This analysis obtains a
high degree of complexity and provides new and pioneering insights into the CS market. It refers to the
box “What we MUST KNOW” of Figure 1.
2. After the current state of the climate services market is understood and current gaps are unveiled, an
assessment of its expected future state follows in a second step. Growth rates of climate services sales
values and market foresight results are analyzed as well as future climate vulnerabilities and risks are
considered. Against that background, the guiding question can be answered: “Where is the market
expected to be?”. Similar to step number one, the basis for the second assessment is MARCO’s large
amount of qualitative and quantitative information. Also, additional research results are considered,
analyzed and used for validation in order to answer the two boxes “What we MUST KNOW” and “What
we MUST DO” of Figure 2.
3. The third part of the gap analysis combines the main results of the first two assessments. Given the
results of step number one and step number two, gaps can be identified between the current and
future state of the CS market. It also needs to be understood how these gaps potentially prevent the
climate services market to reach its potential. This means that step number three is of analyticalstrategic nature. It refers to the gaps illustrated between all 4 boxes of Figure 2 and provides final
information on “What we MUST KNOW” and, if applicable, on “What we MUST DO”.
Thus, given the description above, D2.5 does not address a single gap but many gaps. While the overall goal
of the gap analysis is to (1.) identify the current gaps between climate services supply and demand as well
as (2.) the gaps between current and future climate services supply and demand, the identification of other
gaps leads the way. This is because the gap analysis of D2.5 refers to all 28 European member states, 27
sectors of climate services supply and demand and to 8 different types of climate services. Therefore, much
attention has to be given to the differences within these categories. The analyses of these categories can be
considered as stand-alone analyses. But only all analyses together gain the complexity, which is needed to
understand and, further on, to be able to fill the overall gaps between the current and future state of the
European climate services market.
Table 1 below illustrates the logic, complexity and actual number of analytical steps, which are taken during
the analysis. These steps are also consistent with the structure of the deliverable and illustrate where the
analysis starts and where it ends.
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Table 1: Logic and analytical steps of the gap analysis
Present

Present
& Future

Future

Analysis
of CS
supply by
CS
providers

Analysis
of CS
demand
by CS
users

Analysis
of CS
sales
values

Gaps
between
current
CS supply
and CS
demand

Analysis
of growth
rates of
CS sales
values

Analysis
of climate
vulnerabilities
and risks

Trends of
future CS
supply
and CS
demand

Gaps
between
current
and future
CS supply
and CS
demand

Section
4.1

Section
4.2

Section
4.3

Section
4.4

Section
5.1

Section
5.2

Section
5.3

Chapter
6

Country scale
(28 countries)

Product scale
(8 CS types)

Sectoral scale
(27 sectors)
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3.2 Previous analyses considered during the gap analysis
As indicated in the previous chapter, the gap analysis is based on multiple research results achieved within
several work packages (WP2 – 5) and deliverables (D) of MARCO. The categories and methodologies that
were applied in these work packages and deliverables are not always consistent – either for reasons of
research interest or for reasons of research opportunities. For example, while quantitative research
methods were used in the majority of studies, these studies not always focused on the same number of
sectors. They analyzed either 27, 24, 22 or 17 sectors/industries. For D2.5 it is thus important to take such
inconsistences into account and to mention them in the corresponding chapters.
Table 2 below lists all the work packages and deliverables, whose results are the basis for D2.5, sorted by
(1.) sectors considered & methods applied, (2.) level and number of countries considered and (3.)
deliverable issued on. The table not only provides an overview of the large amount of research undertaken
within MARCO but also an overview of the different focuses of those studies and their results used in D2.5.
In conclusion, given the analytical and methodological differences between work packages and
deliverables, also the results of D2.5 are based on a mixed-methods-approach.
Table 2: Methods applied & sectors and countries covered per deliverable in MARCO
Work Package
(WP), Deliverable (D)
and Title

Sectors considered &
methods applied

Level and number of
countries considered

Deliverable issued on

24 sectors
Quantitative

Global:
136 countries
European: 28 countries

09.10.2018

1.
4.
7.
10.
13.
16.

Agriculture
Business Services
Education and Training
Forestry and Timber
Legal and Financial
News Publishing &
Journalism
19. Public & Charitable
Bodies
22. Retailing and Wholesale

2.
5.
8.
11.
14.
17.

3.
6.
9.
12.
15.
18.

27 sectors (24 + 3*)
+ 17 NACE codes applied
Quantitative

Global:
136 countries
European: 28 countries

10.08.2018

1.
4.

Agriculture
Business Services

2.
5.

3.
6.

7.
10.
13.
16.

Defence
Food and Drink
Hospitality
Manufacturing

8.
11.
14.
17.

19. Operational Services

20.

WP2 – Towards a Market Observatory

Initial definition,
taxonomy and report

D2.1

Initial definition,
taxonomy and report

D2.2

October 2018

Biotechnology
Communications
Exploration
Health Care
Logistics
Operational Services

20. Renewable Energy
23. Tourism and Leisure

Biotechnology
Civil Engineering Sector
(NEC)*
Education and Training
Forestry and Timber
Legal and Financial
News Publishing &
Journalism
Pharmaceuticals

Built Environment
Defence
Food and Drink
Hospitality
Manufacturing
Pharmaceuticals

21. Research &
Development
24. Utilities

Built Environment
Communications

9.
12.
15.
18.

Exploration
Health Care
Logistics
Not Elsewhere Classified
(NEC)*
21. Processing Industry
(NEC)*
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22. Public & Charitable
Bodies
25. Retailing and Wholesale

23. Renewable Energy
26. Tourism and Leisure

24. Research &
Development
27. Utilities

22 sectors
Quantitative

European: 28 countries

08.10.2018

1.
4.

2.
5.

Biodiversity
(Critical) Infrastructures

3.
6.

8.

Education

9.

WP3 – Climate Service Providers

Development of a categorized
database of EU-based climate
services providers

D3.1

Analysis of EU-based climate services
providers

D3.2

10. Exploration and Mining
13. Forestry and Timber
16. Other
19. Transport and Logistics
22. Water

11. Finance and Insurance
14. Health (incl. Hospitals and
Pharmaceuticals)
17. Social Structures and
Governance (incl. Public
and Charitable Services)
20. Urban / Spatial Planning

Building & Construction
Defence

Energy (incl.
Renewables)
12. Food and Drink
15. Industry and Trade
18. Tourism & Leisure (incl.
Hotels)
21. Waste Management

22 sectors
Quantitative

European: 28 countries

04.10.2018

1.
4.

2.
5.

Biodiversity
(Critical) Infrastructures

3.
6.

8.

Education

9.

7.

Agriculture
Catastrophe
Management
Ecosystems

10. Exploration and Mining
13. Forestry and Timber
16. Other
19. Transport and Logistics
22. Water

None
Qualitative

11. Finance and Insurance
14. Health (incl. Hospitals and
Pharmaceuticals)
17. Social Structures and
Governance (incl. Public
and Charitable Services)
20. Urban / Spatial Planning

Building & Construction
Defence

Energy (incl.
Renewables)
12. Food and Drink
15. Industry and Trade
18. Tourism & Leisure (incl.
Hotels)
21. Waste Management

European: 28 countries
National: United States

07.09.2018

5 key sectors
Mainly qualitative

European: 35/38 countries

27.11.2017

1.
4.

2.
5.

3.

SWOT
analysis
of EU
supply

D3.5

7.

Agriculture
Catastrophe
Management
Ecosystems

WP4 – Potential & Actual Demand

Climate
vulnerability
analysis at
NUTS2 scale

D4.1

D4.3
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Agriculture
Human Health

27 sectors (24 + 3*)
Quantitative

Cities
Mining

European: 28 countries

Energy Production

09.01.2018
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Quantitative analysis of
Climate Services market
by EU region

D4.5

Segmented qualitative
analysis of market demand
& users’ needs

D4.6

1.
4.

Agriculture
Business Services

2.
5.

Biotechnology
Civil Engineering Sector
(NEC)*
Education and Training
Forestry and Timber
Legal and Financial
News Publishing &
Journalism
Pharmaceuticals

7.
10.
13.
16.

Defence
Food and Drink
Hospitality
Manufacturing

8.
11.
14.
17.

19. Operational Services

20.

22. Public & Charitable
Bodies
25. Retailing and Wholesale

23. Renewable Energy

17 NACE code sectors
Quantitative

European: 28 countries
Regional: 285 NUTS 2
regions

10.08.2018

1.

Accommodation & Food

2.

3.

4.

Construction

5.

Agriculture, Forestry and
Fishing
Education

7.

Financial & Insurance

8.

Human Health

26. Tourism and Leisure

3.
6.

Built Environment
Communications

9.
12.
15.
18.

Exploration
Health Care
Logistics
Not Elsewhere Classified
(NEC)*
21. Processing Industry
(NEC)*
24. Research &
Development
27. Utilities

Arts, Entertainment and
Recreation
6. Electricity, Gas, Steam
and Air Con.
9. Information and
Communication
12. Other Services
15. Transport and Storage

10. Manufacturing
13. Professional, Scientific
and Technical
16. Water Supply, Sewerage,
Waste Management

11. Mining and Quarrying
14. Public Administration and
Defence
17. Wholesale and Retail

24 sectors
7 key sectors**
Qualitative

Global:
European: 28 countries

19.01.2018

1.
4.
7.
10.
13.
16.

2.
5.
8.
11.
14.
17.

3.
6.
9.
12.
15.
18.

Agriculture
Business Services
Education and Training
Forestry and Timber
Legal and Financial
News Publishing &
Journalism
19. Public & Charitable
Bodies
22. Retailing and
Wholesale**

Biotechnology
Communications
Exploration
Health Care
Logistics**
Operational Services

20. Renewable Energy**
23. Tourism and Leisure

Built Environment**
Defence
Food and Drink**
Hospitality
Manufacturing**
Pharmaceuticals**

21. Research &
Development
24. Utilities

WP5 – Case Studies

Case
Studies

D5.1

D5.2
D5.3
D5.4
D5.5
D5.6

October 2018

9 sectors
Qualitative & quantitative

European: 28 countries
National: case-specific

25.06.2018

1.

Agriculture & Forestry

2.

3.

Legal Services

4.
7.

Mining
Tourism

5.
8.

6.
9.

Renewable Energies
Water and Sanitation

Real Estate
Mining
Legal Services
Renewable Energies
Water and Sanitation

Critical Energy
Infrastructures
Real Estate
Urban Infrastructures

Regional:
European:
National:
National:
Regional:

Copenhagen
28 countries
Great Britain
Denmark
Catalunya

31.01.2018
27.06.2018
20.06.2018
02.07.2018
31.01.2018
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D5.7
D5.8
D5.9
D5.10

Critical Energy
Infrastructures
Agriculture and Forestry
Urban Infrastructures
Tourism

National:

Germany

31.01.2018

National:
Regional:
National:

France
Munich
Austria

11.07.2018
28.06.2018
31.01.2018

3.3 Limitations
The following notes must be kept in mind when reading the explanations and results of this study:
1. The database on climate service providers and users is extensive, but neither exhaustive nor
representative. It is therefore not possible to draw clear conclusions, based on strong statistical
arguments. Nevertheless, informed trends and sound interpretation can be derived and justified –
especially from the combination of the various perspectives including quantitative information
collected based on market transactions, qualitative cross-checking and stakeholder consultations.
2. The data from the quantitative market analyses show unusual results in some individual cases (e.g.
uniform growth rates across sectors or countries). A further development and refinement of
the methodology – which was, for the first time, carried out in the emerging market of climate services
– would be desirable in order to increase the statistical significance of the figures, and therefore the
robustness of the market analysis. This could notably include a sensitivity/uncertainty analysis, using
error bars (or similar) to inform on different confidence levels.
3. Since it is not possible to methodologically compare absolute numbers of CS sales values, CS providers
and CS users with each other, percentage shares are used, each based on the same reference category.
This is because MARCO has clearly not identified all CS users (D4.6), all CS providers (D3.1, D3.2) and
most likely also not the exact CS sales value generated on the market (e.g. D2.2). Instead, MARCO
provides a snapshot of the same. Only by using a percentage share, which assumes MARCO has
identified all providers, all users and the exact CS sales value, is it possible to sufficiently compare
demand and supply and to identify gaps between the both. In terms of the interpretation of these
percentage shares, a balance between the CS users’ share and the CS providers’ share indicates a
balance also between CS demand and CS supply. Demand and supply are in a state of equilibrium.
However, such a state of equilibrium is only based on the sample results and doesn’t necessarily
indicate an equilibrium on the entire CS market. In order to identify an equilibrium (or a shortage or a
surplus) in the entire CS market, it would be needed to extrapolate the sample results with the
absolute numbers of all truly existing CS providers and all truly existing CS users, whose numbers are
still unknown. Another possibility to identify an equilibrium (or a shortage or a surplus) on the entire CS
market would be to put the price for climate services into relation with the amount of climate services
being sold in the market. Both variables are also unknown. Therefore, it is important to keep in mind
that the following results are based on sample results. They can provide information on the current
importance of climate services within a country and on the current importance given to a specific CS
type or a specific sector by not all existing but by all CS providers and CS users of the sample. In this
regard, it is possible to directly compare the results on CS providers (supply) and CS users (demand).
This provides us information about the current structure on the market, while the CS sales values
provide additional information on its value and its size.
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4 Current state of the climate services market in the EU28
This chapter presents the current situation of CS providers and CS supply (section 4.1), the current situation
of CS users and CS demand (section 4.2) and the current situation of CS sales values (section 4.3) in order to
identify and present the overall gaps between current CS supply and CS demand (section 4.4).
While the first three sections, their subsections and the corresponding identified gaps provide short but
sufficient insights into the CS market and can be considered as stand-alone sections, only all three sections
together gain the complexity which is needed to identify the overall gaps between current CS supply and CS
demand in the fourth section (section 4.4). Even though the subsections of the first three sections are
mainly descriptive, complexity increases after each subsection. Therefore, all sections and their subsections
should be read sequentially.

4.1 Analysis of CS providers and CS supply
The first section presents current gaps between CS providers. These gaps are identified based on the results
of MARCO’s deliverables D3.1 and D3.2. Since the “Categorized database of EU-based climate services
providers” of D3.1 is a living document, its last version from April 2018 is used in order to ensure up-to-date
results for the gap analysis. This means that new and additional calculations and graphs complement and
broaden the results presented in D3.1 and D3.2.
A total of 447 CS providers located in European member states could be identified and included in the
database of D3.1, of which 360 organizations are clearly engaged in climate services related activities.
Subsequently, these 360 CS providers are considered for this section’s analysis in order to answer the
following questions: (1.) Where are CS providers located, (2.) Who are CS providers, (3.) Which CS types do
CS providers offer and (4.) What are the targeted sectors of CS providers?

4.1.1

Where are CS providers located?

CS providers are to a large extent located in Central and Northern European member states. While these
countries are home to 75% of all 360 CS providers listed in D3.1, only a small number of providers have
been identified in Southern (16%) and Eastern (9%) European member states (Figure 3). For some countries
– such as Bulgaria, Hungary, Lithuania, Luxembourg and Malta – not a single organization could be found,
which is clearly engaged in climate services related activities. This in fact does not mean that there are no
CS providers in these countries.
Contrary to the countries for which no CS provider could be detected, Figure 3 shows that 73 CS providers
have been identified in Germany, 42 in Austria and 40 in France. Germany is the European member state
with the highest amount of CS providing organizations. Its 73 CS providers equals 20.3% of all European CS
providers.
Besides the 360 European CS providers identified in the scope of MARCO’s D3.1 and D3.2, KMatrix presents
113 major suppliers of climate services across the 28 countries of the EU in D4.2. Unfortunately, the
geographic location of these CS providers is not indicated, therefore they cannot be considered and
presented in this section’s analysis. The additional 113 major CS suppliers show, however, that a
considerable number of CS suppliers exists across the EU28.
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Figure 3: Absolute number and relative share (%) of CS providers in EU28, 2018
Absolute Number of CS Providers
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Source: Calculations are based on the “Categorized database of EU-based climate services providers” (D3.1), (EU
Central & North includes Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Ireland, Luxembourg, the Netherlands,
Sweden and United Kingdom. EU East includes Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland,
Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia. EU South includes Croatia, Cyprus, Greece, Italy, Malta, Portugal and Spain)

CS providers – Key Message 1:
There seems to be a large unequal distribution of CS providers between European member states. Out
of the 360 identified CS providers, 75% are located in Central and Northern European member states,
16% in Southern and 9% in Eastern European member states. Germany is the country where by far the
most CS providers have been identified (20%).

4.1.2

Who are CS providers?

One reason why CS providers are not always easy to identify is the fact that various institutions provide
climate services. MARCO distinguishes between ten different CS providers, which are again grouped in
three different categories: public, private and other climate services providers.
The first category “public climate services providers” includes (1.) university or research organizations, (2.)
public administration / politics, (3.) National Meteorological Services and (4.) public climate service centers.
The second category “private climate services providers” consists of (1.) small and medium-sized
enterprises (SME), (2.) industry / large companies and (3.) start-ups, while the last category “others”
contains (1.) non-profit organizations, (2.) industry- or professional bodies and (3.) other climate service
providers.
According to the data of D3.1, the European climate services market is still dominated by public CS
providers. While 213 of the identified CS providers (almost 60%) belong to the public sector, only 113 CS
providers (31,4%) are private institutions. In fact, the number of private CS providers outnumbers public CS
providers in only 5 European member states (Estonia, Finland, Slovakia, the Netherlands and the UK). This is
illustrated through the green colored fields in Table 3. The blue colored fields of table 3 highlight the
countries with an overall higher number of public CS providers.
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Table 3: Absolute number and relative share (%) of public & private CS providers in EU28 member states
Country
Austria
Belgium
Croatia
Cyprus
Czech
Republic
Denmark
Estonia
Europe
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Ireland

Number
Share
Number
Share
Number
Share
Number
Share
Number
Share
Number
Share
Number
Share
Number
Share
Number
Share
Number
Share
Number
Share
Number
Share
Number
Share

Public

Private

Other

36
85,7%
14
73,7%
1
100,0%
0
0,0%
9
60,0%
11
52,4%
0
0,0%
1
33,3%
2
20,0%
21
52,5%
35
48,6%
4
80,0%
7
58,3%

5
11,9%
3
15,8%
0
0,0%
1
50,0%
3
20,0%
9
42,9%
2
100,0%
1
33,3%
5
50,0%
15
37,5%
29
40,3%
1
20,0%
4
33,3%

1
2,4%
2
10,5%
0
0,0%
1
50,0%
3
20,0%
1
4,8%
0
0,0%
1
33,3%
3
30%
4
10%
8
11,1%
0
0%
1
8,3%

Country
Italy
Latvia
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Slovakia
Slovenia
Spain
Sweden
The
Netherlands
UK
EU28 Average

Number
Share
Number
Share
Number
Share
Number
Share
Number
Share
Number
Share
Number
Share
Number
Share
Number
Share
Number
Share
Number
Share
Number
Share

Public

Private

Other

11
73,3%
1
100,0%
1
50,0%
8
72,7%
3
50,0%
1
25,0%
1
100,0%
16
69,6%
20
90,9%
3
23,1%
7
38,9%
213
59,2%

2
13,3%
0
0,0%
1
50,0%
3
27,3%
3
50,0%
3
75,0%
0
0,0%
6
26,1%
0
0,0%
9
69,2%
8
44,4%
113
31,4%

2
13,3%
0
0,0%
0
0,0%
0
0,0%
0
0,0%
0
0,0%
0
0,0%
1
4,3%
2
9,1%
1
7,7%
3
16,7%
34
9,4%

Source: Calculations are based on the “Categorized database of EU-based climate services providers” (D3.1)

Zooming into the institutional level in Figure 4 shows that the two largest groups of all CS providers are (1.)
universities or research performing organizations (39%) and (2.) small and medium sized enterprises (24%).
Both groups together unite 224 CS providers, which equals 63% of all identified CS providers in European
member states. While the dominance of universities or research performing organizations is congruent
with the fact that research institutions have historically taken a large share of the climate services market,
small and medium sized enterprises are increasingly integrating climate-related information and advice into
existing services, which is however more difficult to track.
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Figure 4: Absolute number and relative share (%) of different CS providers in EU28, 2018
Types of CS Providers in Absolute Numbers
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Source: Calculations are based on the “Categorized database of EU-based climate services providers” (D3.1)

CS providers – Key Message 2:
The European climate services market is still dominated by public CS providers (59%). The two largest
groups of CS providers are (1.) universities or research performing organizations (39%) and (2.) small
and medium sized enterprises (24%), which together make up 63% of all 360 identified CS providers.
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4.1.3

Which CS types do CS providers offer?

MARCO differentiates between eight climate service types. They represent different steps along the climate
service value chain, complement one another and are often purchased together – but can still be
categorized according to their main features. These eight climate service types are: (1.) Measurement, (2.)
Operation, (3.) Modelling, (4.) Data Management, (5.) Processing & Re-Analysis, (6.) Advisory Services, (7.)
Other Consulting and (8.) Publication1.
In D3.1 and D3.2 the seventh CS type, “Other Consulting“, was modified and replaced by the CS type
“Capacity Building“. The reasoning behind the modification is firstly that “Other Consulting” does not
appear to be a climate service and secondly that the specific CS type “Capacity Building“ was not
adequately represented by one of the other categories. This change of categories has to be considered in
the analyses of the following chapters and will be mentioned correspondingly.
Out of the eight CS types, “Advisory Services” is the CS type which is by far offered the most. Figure 5
shows that 75% of all 360 CS providers supply “Advisory Services”, followed by “Publications” at 58,6% and
“Data Management” at 46,4%. Contrary to that, CS types at the very beginning of the climate service value
chain, such as “Operations” (6,4%), “Measurement” (10,3%) and “Modelling” (11,1%), are provided by only
a few CS providers.
In general, most CS providers do not only provide one of the above-mentioned CS types. Since the CS types
along the climate service chain complement one another and are often purchased together, also 75% of the
360 CS providers supply more than just one CS type. In fact, CS providers supply 2.7 CS types on average.
Figure 5: CS types offered by CS providers in EU28, 2018
(1.) Measurement
(2.) Operation
(3.) Modelling
(4.) Data Management
(5.) Processing & Re-Analysis
(6.) Advisory Services
(7.) Capacity Building
(8.) Publication

37 (10,3%)
23 (6,4%)
40 (11,1%)

167 (46,4%)
143 (39,7%)
270 (75,0%)

96 (26,7%)
211 (58,6%)
0
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100
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200

250

300

Number of CS providers that offer a specific CS type (and relative share of all CS providers)
Source: Calculations are based on the “Categorized database of EU-based climate services providers” (D3.1)

When zooming again into the institutional level, it can be illustrated that the relative shares of offered CS
types differ – they differ not only between public and private institutions but also between the institutions
itself.
In this regard, Figure 6 shows firstly that public institutions provide all CS types: From “Measurements” at
the very beginning of the climate services value chain to “Publications” at the very end of the value chain.
On average they also supply these CS types to a much larger extend than private institutions, with
“Advisory Services” being an exception.

1

For a detailed description and definition of each of these CS types please see D2.2 (page 15) or D3.1 (page 9).
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Secondly, “Advisory Services” are the core business of private institutions. In total 84% of all private
institutions provide these specific services but only 71% of all public organizations.
Thirdly, differences between public organizations seem to be larger than differences between private
institutions. For example, the unique selling point of National Meteorological Organizations (NMO) are CS
types at the very beginning of the climate services value chain, such as measurements (provided by 47% of
all NMO), operations (37%) and modelling (32%). As shown in Figure 6, these CS types are neither much
offered by private institutions nor by the other three remaining public institutions, which are specialized in
CS types at later stages along the climate service value chain. In this regard, Public Climate Service Centers
can be considered as being outstanding because 100% of these Centers provide “Advisory Services”, which
are often tailor-made to the specific CS users’ needs, as well as “Publications” (91%) to a similar high
extent. All in all, a higher diversity in CS types can be identified for public CS providers in comparison to
private CS suppliers, who are mainly specialized in “Advisory Services”.

Relative share (%) per CS provider

Figure 6: Relative Shares (%) of offered CS types by different CS providers in EU28, 2018
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CS providers – Key Message 3:
On average, CS providers supply 2.7 different CS types. Out of the eight different CS types, “Advisory
Services” are offered the most, namely by 75% of all CS providers. While National Meteorological
Services are on average most active in offering all CS types to a high extent, private institutions mainly
focus on the supply of “Advisory Services” (84%).
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4.1.4

What are the covered sectors of CS providers?

The sectors that are mostly addressed by all 360 identified CS providers are Water (targeted by 51% of all
CS providers), Energy (44%), Agriculture (42%) and Urban & Spatial Planning (40%).
Figure 7 below illustrates that these overall sample results are also congruent when analyzing which sectors
are mainly targeted by public CS providers and which sectors are mostly addressed by private CS providers.
The three most important sectors for public organizations are Water (targeted by 55% of all public CS
providers), Agriculture (48%) and Energy (44%). In comparison to that, private CS suppliers have a slightly
changed priority but still target the Water sector first (47%) before they focus on the Energy (45%) and
Urban & Spatial Planning (40%) sectors.
The actual difference between public and private CS providers seems to be, however, that private
institutions are more likely to target the heavy industry sectors, including Building & Construction, Critical
Infrastructure, Exploration & Mining and Waste Management. Public CS providers focus instead more often
on sectors whose resilience are considered to be of public interest, such as Biodiversity, Catastrophe
Management, Ecosystems, Education and Forestry & Timber, but also on traditionally subsidized sectors
such as Agriculture.
Additionally, while both – public and private CS suppliers – cover all 22 sectors, public CS providers are on
average a bit more active in targeting sectors than private institutions. This could be seen in line with the
results of the previous chapter, which pointed out that also public institutions offer more CS types than
private CS suppliers. All in all, CS providers supply climate services for 5.4 different sectors on average.

Figure 7: Relative share (%) of public and private CS providers covering specific sectors in EU28, 2018
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CS providers – Key Message 4:
On average, CS providers supply climate services for 5.4 different sectors. The sectors that are mostly
addressed are Water (51%), Energy (44%), Agriculture (42%) and Urban & Spatial Planning (40%). There
are almost no differences between the priority sectors of public and private CS suppliers. Nevertheless,
private institutions are more likely to address the heavy industry, while public CS providers focus more
often on sectors, whose well-being and well-functioning is considered to be of public interest.

4.2 Analysis of CS users and CS demand
Similar to the previous section, section 4.2 will analyze current gaps between CS users. It will follow the
same structure while answering the same four leading questions: (1.) Where are CS users located, (2.) Who
are CS users, (3.) Which CS types do CS users purchase and (4.) What are the sectors CS users purchase CS
for?
In order to answer these questions, results are used that were mainly achieved in D4.6 but also in the case
studies of WP5 (D5.1 – D5.10). Like in the previous section, the results are complemented by new and
additional calculations and graphs using the dataset of the CS user survey of D4.6. From all 248 survey
participants, only 87 participants are located in European member states and considered for this chapter’s
analysis. Even though the amount of 87 CS users does not capture enough opinions to make any statistical
declarations, it does showcase trends in the market, as well as enable a comparison between CS providers
and CS users.

4.2.1

Where are CS users located?

According to the survey results of D4.6, most survey participants are located in the five biggest European
economies – Spain, UK, France, Germany and Italy (Figure 8).

Figure 8: Absolute number and relative share (%) of CS users in EU28, 2018
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Lithuania, Poland, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia. EU South includes Croatia, Cyprus, Greece, Italy, Malta, Portugal and
Spain)

This means that, similar to the 75% of CS providers being located in Central and Northern European
member states, 68% of the CS users are from Central and Northern European countries, while the survey
could address almost no CS users from Eastern European member states, with the exception of Hungary
(1). Also, the case studies of WP5 did not focus on any of the Eastern European countries.
With an actual number of only 87 survey participants and CS users coming from the EU28, clearly no
general conclusion can be drawn in terms of the geographical location of users and possible gaps between
them. It nevertheless becomes evident that the assessment of European-based CS providers (D3.1, D3.2) as
well as the assessment of European CS users (D4.6) did not manage to adequately identify and address CS
providers and users located in Eastern European countries. In order to be able to conclude on the existence
and size of the CS market in these countries, it is important to find out whether this lack is of
methodological reason or can be identified in the CS sales values of Eastern European countries as well
(section 4.3.1). The latter might indicate a high potential for future market growth in these member states.

CS users – Key Message 1:
There seems to be an unequal distribution of CS users between European member states. Out of the 87
European-based survey participants, 68% are located in Central and Northern European member
states, 31% in Southern and 1% in Eastern European member states. Most survey participants are from
Spain and the UK.

4.2.2

Who are CS users?

Not only do various institutions provide climate services, but also various types of institutions actively use
climate services.
According to the overall survey results from 248 participants in D4.6, universities and research
organizations account for nearly 30% of the CS users worldwide, while private organizations (businesses)
account for roughly one fourth (24%).
Figure 9 shows that also within the EU28 both user groups – universities & research organizations (33%)
and private organizations (businesses) (39%) – are currently using climate services the most, with
businesses taking the largest share from all types of institutions. However, in comparison to the privatesector users worldwide, the high number of private-sector users in the EU28 could be inflated due to the
fact that the survey was pushed among private-sector networks within Europe, such as those of ClimateKIC.
The key takeaway therefore becomes not that users from private organizations are more numerous in
Europe than worldwide or almost as numerous than European public CS users, but that they are indeed
using climate services. This becomes also evident when moving away from the institutional level and
analyzing the overall relative shares of public and private CS users. While still 45% of the CS users in the
EU28 belong to public institutions, 39% are from the private sector.
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Figure 9: Absolute number and relative share (%) of different CS Users in EU28, 2018
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CS users – Key Message 2:
While survey results indicate almost a balance between public and private CS users, differences exist
between the various institutions that actively use climate services. Within the EU28 the two largest
groups of CS users are private organizations (39%) and universities or research performing
organizations (33), amounting to 72% of all CS users.
can be assessed between European member states. Out of the 87 European-based survey participants,
68% are located in Central and Northern European member states, 31% in Southern and 1% in Eastern
European
member
states.
survey
participants are from Spain (17) and the UK (17).
4.2.3
Which
CS types
doMost
CS users
purchase?
In section 4.1.3, it could already be pointed out that 75% of the CS providers supply more than one of the
overall eight CS types: on average, they offer 2.7 different CS types. A similar situation can be detected for
CS users. While 73,6% of the users purchase likewise more than just one CS type, a total of 3 CS types is
purchased on average.
Out of the eight CS types, “Advisory Services” (purchased by 64,4% of all CS users) and “Publications”
(55,2%) are requested the most, while “Measurements” (12,6%) are purchased the least (Figure 10).
When looking at the institutional level, Figure 11 not surprisingly shows that governmental organizations
have the overall highest demand for “Advisory Services”: 88% of the governmental organizations purchase
this specific CS type.
Universities and private organizations on the other hand seem to have different demand patterns. Even
though universities also purchase “Publications” (59%) and “Advisory Services” (55%) the most, they have
certainly a high demand for CS types at the beginning of the CS value chain, such as “Operations” (41%) and
“Modelling” (48%). The same can be detected for private organizations, of which 24% request
“Measurements”, 35% “Operations” and 38% “Modelling”. The relatively high interest of private
organizations in CS types at the beginning of the CS value chain suggests that private organizations have not
only a need for these CS types but apparently also the ability and skills to re-use them. 23,5% of the private
organizations use in-house produced CS types, which are often advanced and tailor-made climate
information and CS types at later stages along the CS value chain. For the provision of such in-house
produced climate services, CS types at the beginning of the CS value chain are needed. This not only
explains the interest in CS types at the beginning of the CS value chain but also shows that private
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organizations have the ability to re-use them, which means that private organizations might become more
independent from purchasing CS types at later stages along the CS value chain. That in turn might have an
effect on the CS market in the future. So far, however, the most requested CS types of private organizations
are still “Advisory Services” (71%) and “Processing & Re-Analysis” (50%).

Figure 10: CS types purchased by CS users in EU28, 2018
(1.) Measurement
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(3.) Modelling
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Figure 11: Relative shares (%) of different CS users purchasing specific CS types in EU28, 2018
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CS users – Key Message 3:
On average, CS users purchase 3 different CS types. 64,4 % of the users purchase “Advisory Services”
and 55,2% “Publications”, while “Measurements” (12,6%) are overall purchased the least. Private
organizations, however, have a sound interest in CS types at the beginning of the CS value chain, such
as “Measurements” (24%), Operations (35%) or “Modelling” (38%). This means that private
organizations are increasingly able to further re-use these purchased CS types and to transform them in
more advanced and tailor-made in-house products. That is the case for 23,5% of all private
organizations.
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4.2.5

What are the sectors CS users purchase CS for?

Interestingly, most users of climate services do not operate within one, two or even three economic
sectors. Survey participants responded with an average of 4 sectors for which they use climate services.
This applies to all CS users worldwide (248) as well as to CS users located in the EU28 (87).
The top three sectors within the EU28 are Renewable Energy (48.3% of CS users purchase CS for this
specific sector), Agriculture (44.8%) and Built Environment (43.7%), while the lowest demand for CS exists
in Biotechnology (3.4%), Hospitality (4.6%), Pharmaceuticals (4.6%) and Retailing & Wholesale (4.6%).
Figure 12 below illustrates that the priority sectors of public and private CS users differ, however. The main
sectors public CS users purchase CS for are Renewable Energy and Research and Development, both at
44%, closely followed by the Built Environment at 41%. By comparison, private CS users request CS for
Renewable Energy (50%), Built Environment (44%) and Agriculture and Utilities, both at 41%. What public
and private CS users have in common, though, is their low interest in purchasing CS for the Biotechnology
and Retailing & Wholesale sectors.
Besides their different priority sectors, the actual gap between public and private CS users is the fact that
private users purchase climate services for a larger variety of sectors and to a much larger extend. In 21 out
of the 24 sectors in Figure 12, more private CS users purchase climate services than public institutions do.
Consequently, this leads to private CS users requesting climate services for an average of 7 sectors, while
public CS users use CS for only 5 sectors on average. Against that background, it could be concluded that
private institutions could become of a higher strategic importance for CS providers in the future.
Figure 12: Relative share (%) of public and private CS users purchasing CS for a specific sector, EU28, 2018
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CS users – Key Message 4:
On average, CS users purchase climate services for 4 different sectors. Most climate services are
purchased for the Renewable Energy (48.3% of CS users purchase CS for this specific sector),
Agriculture (44.8%) and Built Environment (43.7%) sectors. While private CS users are more active and
purchase CS for 7 sectors on average, public institutions are only interested in 5 sectors on average.
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4.3 Analysis of CS sales values
Since in the previous two sections current gaps between CS providers and current gaps between CS users
could be identified, the following section analyzes current gaps between CS sales values. CS sales values are
the amount of money, which is generated when CS providers sell climate services to CS users. CS sales
values reflect thus activities on the commercial climate services market and don’t present market activities
of the non-commercial/public CS sector that additionally offers climate services for free.
Within MARCO, sales values were ascertained through a complex transactional analysis conducted by
kMatrix (D2.1, D2.2, D4.5). Like in the previous sections, the results of the transactional analysis are
complemented by new and additional calculations and graphs, using data provided in D2.1, D2.2 and D4.5.
In order to ensure comparability, also the same questions of section 4.1 and section 4.2 are applied as
follows: (1.) What are the CS sales values per country, (2.) What is the relative importance of CS sales values
per country (3.) What are the CS sales values per CS type and (4.) What are the CS sales values per sector.

4.3.1

What are the CS sales values per country?

The commercial market for European CS sales in 2016/2017 amounts to 7318.6 EURM. Between European
member states CS sales values differ significantly, though. They range between 4.1 EURM (Malta) and
1324.5 EURM (Germany), with an average European sales value of 261.4 EURM.
Figure 13 on the following page not surprisingly shows that most climate services were sold in Germany
(1324.5 EURM), the UK (1152.8 EURM), France (1109.6 EURM), Spain (736.4 EURM) and Italy (700.4 EURM).
These five countries together with the Netherlands (317.6 EURM) and Poland (305.2 EURM) are well above
the European average and represent 77.2% of the entire CS sales value in 2016/2017, while 21 countries
are – to some extent largely – below the European average. In fact, Germany alone has a higher sales value
of climate services than 19 countries together, including Austria, Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, the Czech
Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta,
Portugal, Romania, Slovakia and Slovenia. With the exception of Poland, especially those countries sold the
lowest value of climate services that joined the EU from 2004 onwards.
These large differences of CS sales values between European countries were also assessed for 2015/2016
(D2.1).
CS sales values – Key Message 1:
There is a large unequal distribution of CS sales between European member states. While the overall
European CS sales value in 2016/2017 amounts to 7318.6 EURM, the average European sales value
accounts for only 261.4 EURM. Seven countries represent 77% of the entire European CS sales value in
2016/2017.

4.3.2

What is the relative importance of CS sales values per country?

While CS sales value can’t provide information on the relative importance of climate services within a
national economy, the ratio of CS sales as a percentage of national GDP can. GDP is a monetary measure of
the market value of all final goods and services produced in a country in a given period of time. Using this
monetary measure and analyzing how much the CS sales value actually contributes to it allows us first
valuable conclusions on the economic value of climate services in different countries.
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The purple dots in Figure 13 illustrate that the CS sales value as a percentage of GDP ranges between 0.03%
(Ireland) and 0.09% (Hungary) and accounts for 0.06% in European countries on average.
Even though the range for CS sales as a percentage of GDP is quite narrow, Figure 13 also demonstrates
that five of the seven countries, which are well above the average European CS sales value (261.4 EURM),
are in fact below the average European ratio of CS as a percentage of GDP (0.06%), namely France (0.05%),
the Netherlands (0.05%), the UK (0.05%), Germany (0.04%) and Italy (0.04%). In contrast to that, more than
half of the 21 countries below the average European CS sales value either equal or outreach the average CS
sales value as a percentage of GDP (Portugal, Greece, Romania, Hungary, the Czech Republic, Slovakia,
Bulgaria, Lithuania, Slovenia, Latvia, Estonia and Cyprus). This is especially the case for the 13 countries that
joined the EU from 2004 onwards, except for Croatia and Malta. It consequently illustrates a higher relative
importance of the value climate services generate in these economies, regardless of their much lower
assessed national CS sales values.
Thus, countries with a large economy and high GDP generate much greater CS sales value in absolute
figures than countries with a small economy. However, the relative importance of CS sales is that they are
currently generating a higher economic impact in countries with a lower GDP and smaller economy –
particularly true for Eastern European member states.
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Figure 13: Climate services in EURM and climate services as a percentage of GDP in EU28, 2016/17
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Source: Data from MARCO’s D4.5, page 10

CS sales values – Key Message 2:
The contribution of CS sales to the national GDP is overall highest in Eastern European member states
and lowest in Western and Northern member states. In 2016/2017 CS sales value as a percentage of
GDP ranges between 0.03% (Ireland) and 0.09% (Hungary), accounting for 0.06% in European countries
on average.
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4.3.3

What are the CS sales values per CS types?

MARCO differentiates between eight climate service types (D2.2, D3.2). They represent different steps
along the climate service value chain, complement one another and are often purchased together – but can
still be categorized according to their main features. These eight climate service types are: (1.)
Measurement, (2.) Operation, (3.) Modelling, (4.) Data Management, (5.) Processing & Re-Analysis, (6.)
Advisory Services, (7.) Other Consulting and (8.) Publication2.
Figure 14 shows that the CS types with the highest sales values are “Advisory Services” at 1711.1 EURM
(23.3%) and “Other Consulting Services” at 1710.1 EURM (23.3%) – each twice as high as the third strongest
CS type, “Processing & Re-Analysis” (12%), followed by “Modelling” (11%), “Measurement” (9%),
“Operation” (8%), “Publication” (7%) and “Data Management” (7%).
While at a European level hardly any difference exists between the sales values of “Advisory Services” and
“Other Consulting Services”, “Advisory Services” is still the most important CS type in 18 European member
states – always closely followed by “Other Consulting Services”. In only 10 member states “Other
Consulting Services” generate the highest CS sales values, such as in Austria, Cyprus, Germany, Hungary,
Italy, Luxembourg, Malta, Portugal, Slovenia and the UK. Interestingly, the CS type “Processing & ReAnalysis” is the third strongest CS type in almost all countries with the exception of Belgium, Ireland and
Poland, where “Modelling” generates the third highest sales values in 2016/2017.

Figure 14: Climate services sales value per CS type in EU28, 2016/17
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CS sales values – Key Message 3:
Out of the eight different CS types “Advisory Services” (23,3%) and “Other Consulting Services” (23,3%)
generate the highest sales values in 2016/2017, amounting up to 47% of the total. Their high
importance is clearly visible through consistent high sales values at both, European and national level.

2

For a detailed description and definition of each of these CS types please see D2.2 (page 15) or D3.1 (page 9).
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4.3.4

What are the CS sales values per sector?

The total European commercial CS market value of 7318.6 EURM – which was generated by all European
member states through the sale of climate services in 2016/2017 – can also be divided into CS sales per
industry. MARCO’s D2.2 differentiates between 27 industries (sectors) and additionally maps CS market
data to the 17 existing NACE codes in order to allow for reporting through both, the taxonomy industries
and NACE codes.
Figure 15 illustrates clearly that CS sales values differ significantly between the 27 sectors for climate
services. This becomes evident when looking at the top 10 of the 27 industries, which account for 4.7 EUR
bn or 64% of the total. These are: Built Environment (670 EURM); Renewable Energy (639 EURM); Public &
Charitable Bodies (574 EURM); Legal & Financial (533 EURM); News, Publishing & Journalism (522 EURM);
Exploration, Mines & Quarries (453 EURM), Utilities (403 EURM); Agriculture (347 EURM); Forestry &
Timber (305 EURM) and Food & Drink (275 EURM).
The differences between CS sales values per sector also become evident when analyzing the three
industries with the highest and lowest sales values. In fact, the three industries with the highest CS sales
values account for 25.6% alone. While the overall highest CS sales value is generated in the Built
Environment industry at 9.1%, closely followed by CS sales to the Renewable Energy industry (8.7%) and
Public & Charitable Bodies sector (7.8%), the gap between the high purchasing trends in these three

Figure 15: Climate services sales value per sector in EU28, 2016/17
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sectors and the low purchase volumes in (1.) the industries not elsewhere classified (NEC, 0.4%, 0.6%,
0.7%), (2.) the Research & Development industry (0.9%) or (3.) Retailing & Wholesale sector (1.4%) is huge.
As a matter of fact, the importance of the three industries with the highest CS sales values (Built
Environment, Renewable Energy, Public & Charitable Bodies) can not only be found at European but also at
country level. In the same order the same three sectors generate the highest CS sales values in Austria,
Belgium, Croatia, Estonia, Germany, Greece, Hungary and the UK. In a different order the same three
sectors generate the highest CS sales values in Bulgaria, Cyprus, Denmark, Finland, Italy, the Netherlands
and Poland. In 13 European member states two of the three sectors still remain strongest, while another
industry switches places. This is the case for the Legal & Finance industry, which becomes one of the three
industries with the highest CS sales values in the Czech Republic, France, Malta, Portugal, Spain and
Sweden; the News Publishing & Journalism sector in Latvia, Lithuania, Romania, Slovakia and Slovenia; the
Utilities industry in Ireland; and the Exploration, Mines & Quarries industry in Luxembourg.
The above described differences between CS sales values in different industries can not only be assessed
for 2016/2017 (D2.2) but also for 2015/2016 data (D2.1) and the 17 NACE codes (D2.2). The NACE code
with the overall highest CS sales value in 2016/2017 is Electricity, Gas, Steam & Air Conditioning at 10.8%
(788,1 EURM), followed by Public Administration & Defense at 9.8% (717,8 EURM) and Construction at
9.7% (713,4 EURM). At the same time the NACE code that lists the overall lowest CS sales value is
Wholesale & Retail at 1.4% (103,4 EURM), followed by Other Services at 1.6% (114,1 EURM) and Education
at 1.6% (118,3 EURM).
Thus, the 27 industries and 17 NACE codes are congruent in assessing the highest CS sales values for the
same categories in 2016/2017, but in a different order. This is also true for the industries and NACE codes
with the overall lowest CS sales values, with the exception that the Research & Development industry is
being replaced by the NACE code for Education. All in all, 2015/2016 data, 2016/2017 data, the 27
industries and 17 NACE codes point in the same direction: CS sales values differ significantly between
sectors.
CS sales values – Key Message 4:
CS sales values differ significantly between sectors, at both European and country level. At European
level, the top 10 of 24 sectors account for 4.7 EUR bn or 64% of the total. The Built Environment,
Renewable Energy and Public & Charitable Bodies are the three industries with the overall highest CS
sales values, together amounting to 25.6%.
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4.4 Gaps between current CS supply and CS demand
The previous three sections provide the analytical basis, which is needed in order to identify the gaps
between current CS supply and CS demand. Now, it is possible to compare their results with each other, to
validate or invalidate them and to most importantly put CS sales values, CS providers and CS users into
context.
Even though, CS sales values don’t reflect activities on the non-commercial market but only those on the
commercial market, the comparison of all three sections is useful and important. Still, such a comparison is
faced by two limitations.
Firstly, it could be argued that the results on all CS providers (section 4.1) are not directly comparable with
the results on CS sales values of the commercial market (section 4.3) or with the results on all CS users
(section 4.2) because one might have to differentiate between public and private CS providers. There is
something true about that but such argument is still misleading. Public CS providers offer climate services
not exclusively for free but they also sell them. Even though, they sell climate services to a much smaller
extend on the CS market and usually also to a smaller price than private CS suppliers, public CS providers
are still engaged in the market. The same goes for CS users, who purchase climate services from the
commercial market against payment as well as from public CS providers for free. As long as it is not possible
to clearly differentiate between who exactly is active on the commercial market and who is not, it is thus
appropriate to correlate results on all CS providers and all CS users with the results on CS sales values. It has
to be considered, though, that data on CS providers and CS users is influenced by providers and users who
might not be engaged in the commercial CS market at all. While this should not affect the overall
comparison between CS providers and CS users, it might play a role when trying to find an answer to the
question as to whether the ascertained CS sales values provide a realistic insight into the commercial
market.
Secondly, since it is not possible to methodologically compare absolute numbers of CS sales values,
CS providers and CS users with each other, percentage shares are used, each based on the same
reference category. This is because MARCO has clearly not identified all CS users (D4.6), all CS providers
(D3.1, D3.2) and most likely also not the exact CS sales value generated on the market (e.g. D2.2). Instead,
MARCO provides a snapshot of the same. Only by using a percentage share, which assumes MARCO has
identified all providers, all users and the exact CS sales value, is it possible to sufficiently compare demand
and supply and to identify gaps between the both. In terms of the interpretation of these percentage
shares, a balance between the CS users’ share and the CS providers’ share indicates a balance also between
CS demand and CS supply. Demand and supply are in a state of equilibrium. However, such a state of
equilibrium is only based on the sample results and doesn’t necessarily indicate an equilibrium on the
entire CS market. In order to identify an equilibrium (or a shortage or a surplus) in the entire CS market, it
would be needed to extrapolate the sample results with the absolute numbers of all truly existing CS
providers and all truly existing CS users, whose numbers are still unknown. Another possibility to identify an
equilibrium (or a shortage or a surplus) on the entire CS market would be to put the price for climate
services into relation with the amount of climate services being sold in the market. Both variables are also
unknown. Therefore, it is important to keep in mind that the following results are based on sample
results. They can provide information on the current importance of climate services within a country and
on the current importance given to a specific CS type or a specific sector by not all existing but by all CS
providers and CS users of the sample. In this regard, it is possible to directly compare the results on CS
providers and CS users. This provides us information about the current structure on the market, while the
CS sales values provide additional information on its value and its size.
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Against that background, in the following three subsections, a similar structure is used as in the previous
three sections. In order to identify the overall gaps between CS supply and CS demand, three questions will
be answered: (1.) What are the gaps at the country scale, (2.) What are the gaps at the product scale (CS
types) and (3.) What are the gaps at the sectoral scale. Each of the three subsections achieves a high degree
of complexity, as the CS sales values, the results on providers and the results on users are not only
compared with each other but also for all EU member states, for all CS types and all sectors. However, in
order to avoid bias, only countries, CS types and sectors are considered in the analyses where data is
available for all three variables (CS sales vales, CS providers and CS users). This reduces the number of
considered countries from 28 to 13, the number of considered sectors from 27 to 12, while the number of
considered CS types stays the same (8).

4.4.1

What are the gaps at the country scale?

Gaps at the country scale refer to the structure and value of the CS market per European member state.
Figure 16 below shows for 12 European member states (1.) a country’s CS sales values’ share of the CS sales
values from all 12 countries, (2.) a country’s CS provider’s share of all CS providers in all 12 countries (3.)
and a country’s CS user’s share of all CS users. The figure deploys thus the same reference basis for all
categories. It illustrates the importance of each category per country separately but doesn’t focus on a sum
of all categories together.
While the reference basis is the same for all categories, the results are not. However, what is striking, and
what can be considered as a main result, is that a high combination of the CS users’ share and the CS
providers’ share is also reflected in a high share of CS sales values. This is especially the case for Germany,
France, the UK, Spain and Italy, the five biggest economies within the EU28.
In four out of the five biggest economies, the CS users’ share is bigger than the CS providers’ share, which in
theory usually happens when prices are too low. It indicates that CS demand exceeds supply, and a
shortage of available climate services occurs, resulting in a state of disequilibrium on the CS market.
Besides France, the UK, Spain and Italy, this is also the case for the Netherlands and Greece.
In comparison to that, Germany is the one of the above mentioned five strongest economies, where the CS
users’ share is lower than the CS providers share. This applies also to Austria, Denmark, Belgium, Ireland,
Finland and Portugal. Always considering the low and not representative absolute numbers of CS users in
the survey of D4.6 (section 4.2), a smaller share of CS users compared with the share of CS providers
suggests a surplus of climate services and the existence of a very competitive market. In theory, a surplus
occurs when the price is too high, and CS demand decreases, even though the supply is available. Another
reason for the surplus and such state of disequilibrium on the CS market could be that simply not enough
demand for climate services exists within the country. However, whatever the main reason for the surplus
might be, CS providers have it more difficult to address possible CS users in these countries, which results in
an increased competition. This is because users can select from a larger number of CS providers and their
products. Such a situation usually leads in turn to suppliers reducing their prices to make consumers start
buying again, and eliminate the surplus on the market.
What the two above-described conclusions on the existence of a shortage and the existence of a surplus of
available climate services on national CS markets don’t consider are two things: (1.) CS users, who purchase
climate services from a CS provider based in another country and (2.) CS providers selling climate services
to a CS user based in another country. In a European Single Market one actually can’t adequately analyze
the performance of a single national economy without considering the interdependencies among several
economies, existing even at a global scale. This means that by including data on import and export
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activities the above elaborated national results will most likely change. In fact, MARCO’s D2.2 provides
information on CS sales values resulting from import and export activities. While the European CS sales
value in 2016/2017 amounted to 7318.6 EURM, CS imports account for 2189.1 EURM and CS exports for
1826.9 EURM. At a country scale, every single European member state imports more climate services than
it exports. Nevertheless, import and export activities unfortunately can’t be considered in this section’s
analysis because only information on CS sales values is available but not on import and export activities of
CS providers (D3.1., D3.2) and CS users (D4.6). Therefore, the above described conclusions refer to national
providers and users and their national generated CS sales values only and have to be treated with care.

Figure 16: CS sales values’, CS providers’ and CS users’ share (%) of the EU12 total per country
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When not only correlating the available data for the 12 countries that are described and shown above but
also for all 28 European member states, results only change little. The conclusions on a shortage or a
surplus of available climate services remain the same, except for Ireland. Additionally, by correlating the
data for all 28 European member states, also the value of the CS market in Eastern European member
states can be illustrated as well as its very premature structure, like shown in Figure 17.
In terms of the Eastern European member states, it was pointed out in the previous sections that in these
countries only a very small number of CS providers and almost no CS users could be identified. Also, the CS
sales values are on average exceptionally low in these countries. When zooming into the Eastern European
countries – like partly illustrated on the right of Figure 17 – the already assessed results and gaps of the
previous sections can be validated. This has the following reason.
Besides information on the CS sales values, information on CS providers or CS users is available for 8 out of
the 10 Eastern European member states. In 5 out of these 8 Eastern European member states (Romania,
Hungary, Slovakia, Slovenia and Latvia), there exists either almost a balance between the share of CS
providers and the share of CS sales values or, as in the case of Hungary, almost a equilibrium between the
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share of CS users and the share of CS sales values. This means that the very low numbers of identified CS
providers or, in case of Hungary, the low numbers of identified CS users are also reflected in the low CS
sales values. This demonstrates on the one hand that the CS markets of these countries are indeed in a very
premature state. It also suggests on the other hand that the identified low numbers of CS providers in D3.1
and D3.2 and the low numbers of addressed CS users in the survey of D4.6 are not necessarily due to
methodological reasons but likely because climate services are still of little importance in these countries.

Figure 17: CS sales values’, CS providers’ and CS users’ share (%) of the EU28 total per country
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However, all these 5 countries (Romania, Hungary, Slovakia, Slovenia, Latvia) also either equal or exceed
the average European CS sales value as a percentage of GDP. In this regard, it was argued in subsection
4.3.2 that CS sales have a higher relative importance in these countries because they are currently
generating a higher national economic impact than in the EU28 on average. Against that background and
when now looking on Figure 17 and comparing (1.) the share of CS sales values, (2.) the share of CS
providers or in the case of Hungary (3.) the share of CS users – which are quite alike – two things could be
concluded: There exist (1.) premature, small CS markets (2.) within generally very small economies.
This result might also apply to the other four remaining Eastern European countries, for which either only
data on CS sales values exist (Bulgaria, Lithuania) or in which the share of CS providers exceeds the share of
CS sales values, such as in the Czech Republic and Estonia. While the latter suggests that CS sales values
could be underestimated, the opposite could be concluded for the last remaining Eastern European
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country: Poland. Poland’s very high share of CS sales values in comparison to the low share of CS providers
might indicate that Poland’s CS sales values are overestimated.
All in all, since complete data on CS providers and CS users is available for only 12 countries, the structure
of the CS market can only be summarized for 12 countries (see Table 4). In this table, the final column
provides an insight into the relation between the CS users’ share and the CS providers’ share and thus
delivers an insight into the gap between CS demand and CS supply based on the data of the sample. While
numbers below 1 indicate a shortage of available climate services and numbers above 1 a surplus of
available climate services, numbers very close to 1 stand for an equilibrium. This is the case for the
Netherlands and Ireland.

Table 4: Shortage and surplus on the CS market and size of the gap per country
Country

Shortage of CS on
the Market

Surplus of CS on
the Market

CS Provider Share / CS User Share

Austria
Belgium
Denmark
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Ireland
Italy
Netherlands
Portugal
Spain
UK
Source: Calculations are based on data from D2.2, D3.1 and D4.6

Current CS demand & supply – Gap 1:
CS demand and CS supply differ between European member states. In total, three different types of
national CS markets could be identified: (1.) A CS market in a state of disequilibrium due to a shortage
of climate services, such as in France, the UK, Spain, Italy, the Netherlands, (Ireland) and Greece. In
these countries, the share of CS users exceeds the share of CS providers. (2.) A CS market in a state of
disequilibrium due to a surplus of available climate services. Such competitive markets seem to exist in
Germany, Austria, Denmark, Belgium, Portugal, (Ireland) and Finland due to a higher share of CS
providers in comparison to the share of CS users. (3.) Contrary to that, the CS market in Eastern
European member states could be characterised as very premature and small, needing development.
All in all, a high combination of CS users and CS providers also results in a high CS sales value. This is the
case for the five biggest economies within the EU: Germany, France, the UK, Spain and Italy.
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4.4.2

What are the gaps at the product scale?

Gaps at the product scale refer to the market structure and value of the 8 different CS types: (1.)
Measurement, (2.) Operation, (3.) Modelling, (4.) Data Management, (5.) Processing & Re-Analysis, (6.)
Advisory Services, (7.) Other Consulting/Capacity Building and (8.) Publication. The gaps are assessed
between providers and users and between providers, users and CS sales values for each of the different CS
types as well as between the CS types itself.
Similar to the previous subsection, Figure 18 below shows (1.) the share of a CS type's sales value in
comparison to the CS sales value of all CS types, (2.) the share of providers offering a specific CS type in
comparison to all offered CS types by all providers and (3.) the share of users purchasing a specific CS type
in comparison to all purchased CS types by all users.
Starting with the gap between providers and users, interesting results can be achieved. While demand of
CS users seems to be not met at the first three stages along the CS value chain, CS providers seem to
overestimate the demand of CS users at later stages along the CS value chain. What does that mean?
Unmet demand & shortage of available CS types:
The CS users’ demand for the first three CS types “Measurements”, “Operation” and “Modelling” is higher
than the supply of these three CS types by CS providers. This means in relative terms that the share of CS
users who regularly use “Measurements”, “Operation” and “Modelling”, is higher than the share of CS
providers who actually offer them. The gaps between both shares vary between the CS types, however.
With a quotient of 0.9 (CS providers’ share divided by the CS users’ share), “Measurements” comes closest
to 1 and thus closest to a balance between both shares, which illustrates a state of equilibrium between CS
demand and CS supply. That is clearly not the case for the two CS types “Operation” and “Modelling”.
While CS providers offer “Modelling” only 0.3 times in comparison to CS users requesting “Modelling”, the
gap between the importance CS providers and CS users give to “Operation” even increases (0.2). Out of the
three CS types, “Operation” is not only the CS type with the highest shortage of available climate services
on the European CS market, it is also one of the CS types with the biggest gap between supply and demand,
closely followed by “Modelling”. Thus, CS providers who are able to provide both CS types, “Operation” and
“Modelling”, should increase their activities in this two specific fields of expertise to not only improve their
businesses but to also meet the needs on the market.

Figure 18: CS sales values’, CS providers’ and CS users’ share (%) of the entire CS sales value, all provided
CS and all purchased CS per CS type in the EU28
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Too much supply & surplus of available CS types:
A higher supply than demand exists for all the following four CS types along the CS value chain: “Data
Management”, “Processing & Re-Analysis”, “Advisory Services”, “Other Consulting/Capacity Building” and
“Publication”. Due to the surplus of these CS types, CS providers should have it more difficult to successfully
supply them to the market because they increasingly compete with other CS providers, who do exactly the
same. However, the surplus and state of disequilibrium look very different for the different CS types. The
two CS types with the biggest gap between supply and demand are “Data Management” and “Advisory
Services”. While CS providers offer “Data Management” almost 2 times as much as CS users request it, also
“Advisory Services” are being provided too often (1.3 times more than demanded by users). Thus, a state of
disequilibrium can be identified due to a surplus of both CS types. Contrary to that, the differences
between the CS providers’ share and CS users’ share are getting narrower when it comes to “Publication”
(1.2) and even very narrow when it comes to “Processing & Re-Analysis” (1.1) and “Other
Consulting/Capacity Building” (1.1). Especially the very small gaps that can be assessed for “Processing &
Re-Analysis” and “Other Consulting/Capacity Building” stand for a balance and a state of equilibrium
between demand and supply on the European CS market. This state of equilibrium becomes visible in the
last column of table 5. It has to be mentioned, though, that the result for “Other Consulting/Capacity
Building” has to be treated with care. While two deliverables of MARCO used the category “Other
Consulting” during the assessment of CS users (D4.6) and during the assessment of CS sales values (D2.2),
the category was changed into “Capacity Building” for the assessment of providers (D3.1, D3.2). This means
that for this specific CS type, the share of CS users and the share of CS providers are unfortunately not
really comparable. Data on all the other CS types is comparable, though. It shows as a main result that even
though “Advisory Services” generate the highest CS sales value on the market and even though they are
most requested by users and most offered by providers, a surplus of supply exists. Now, what does the
share of CS sales values tell us?
Table 5: Shortage and surplus on the CS market and size of the gap per CS type
Country

Shortage of CS
on the Market

Surplus of CS on
the Market

CS Provider Share / CS User Share

Measurement
Operation
Modelling
Data Management
Processing & Re-Analysis
Advisory Services
Other Consulting/Capacity
Building
Publication

Different market values:
While the share of CS providers and the share of CS users provide information on the structure of the CS
market, the share of CS sales values gives information on its value. As already known, “Advisory Services”
are the most offered and most requested CS types as well as those with the highest CS sales value of all
eight CS types. This relation is also reflected in the three percentage shares shown in Figure 18 above,
which are very high and, in this regard, quite alike. “Advisory Services” is thus economically the most
important CS type of all.
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Even though many providers and many users create often also a large market with high sales values, this is
not always the case. For example, the second most supplied (21.4%) and used (18.1%) CS type is
“Publication”, which has a CS sales value share of only 7.2% (the second smallest of all). A similar situation
can be identified for “Other Consulting/Capacity Building”, which has a big gap between the CS sales value’s
share (23.3%) and the much lower shares of providers (9.7%) and users (8.7). While in terms of the latter,
such differences could refer to a very high market value, thus to a high price for purchasing such service, it
could be the way around for “Publication” and indicate very low purchasing costs for users in comparison
to purchasing other CS types.
In conclusion, and in comparison to the previous subsection, a high combination of CS users and CS
providers is not automatically reflected in a high share of CS sales values. What the share of CS sales values
shows, however, is that the market value grows along the CS value chain. These differences between CS
types at the beginning of the value chain and CS types at the end of the value chain should not be seen as
gaps. CS types at the beginning are needed for and transformed into CS types at the end of the value chain,
such as “Advisory Services” or “Other Consulting/Capacity Building”. This means that the high CS sales value
of “Advisory Services” is also based on the need to integrate results of upstream CS types, which are then
not offered as such to end-users but are still a substantial part of the offered CS types at the end of the
value chain. In Figure 19, this relation is illustrated through an idealized image of the growing steps along
the climate service value chain.

Figure 19: Idealized climate service value chain and climate service types applied in MARCO
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Current CS demand & supply – Gap 2:
Gaps between supply and demand differ for the eight CS types. (1.) Firstly, there is a state of
disequilibrium due to a shortage of the two CS types “Operation” and “Modelling”. For both CS types,
the demand by users is much higher than the supply by providers. (2.) Secondly, there is a state of
disequilibrium due to a surplus of the two CS types “Advisory Services” and “Data Management”. Both
are provided to a larger extend than actually requested by users. (3.) Thirdly, besides a state of
disequilibrium also a state of equilibrium between demand and supply could be identified, such as for
“Measurements”, “Processing & Re-Analysis” and “Other Consulting/Capacity Building” as well as
partly for “Publication”. All in all, “Advisory Services” are economically the most important CS type of
all.

4.4.3

What are the gaps at the sectoral scale?

Gaps at the sectoral scale refer to the structure and value of the CS market per sector. Due to
inconsistencies in the amount and nature of sectors assessed in MARCO’s D2.2, 3.1, 3.2 and 4.6, gaps
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between demand and supply can only be identified for 12 sectors in total. For these 12 sectors data is
available for all three variables: CS sales value, CS providers and CS users.
Similar to the previous two subsections, Figure 20 shows (1.) The share of a sector’s CS sales value in
comparison to the CS sales value of all 12 sectors, (2.) the share of CS providers targeting a specific sector in
comparison to all targeted sectors by all CS providers and (3.) the share of CS users purchasing climate
services for a specific sector in comparison to all climate services purchased in all sectors by all users.
Too much supply & surplus of available climate services:
In relative terms, supply is higher than demand in the following 6 sectors: Education, Forestry and Timber,
Health Care, Legal and Financial, Public & Charitable Bodies, and Tourism. Again, demand and supply are in
a state of equilibrium in some of these sectors. This is almost perfectly the case for Forestry and Timber (CS
providers divided by CS users is 1.06 and thus very close to 1, which stands for a balance), but also for
Education (1.09) and Legal and Financial (1.11). In contrast to that, a clear state of disequilibrium, due to a
surplus of available climate services, can be assessed for the Public & Charitable Bodies sector. Climate
services are being provided to this sector 3 times as often as they are requested by CS users. Such a surplus
of supply exists additionally in the Health Care sector (1.95) and in the Tourism sector (1.9). CS providers
give almost two times as much attention to climate services for these sectors than CS users.
Unmet demand & shortage of available climate services:
In the 6 remaining sectors – Agriculture, Built Environment, Defense, Exploration, Food and Drink, and
Renewable Energy – demand for climate services is relatively higher than supply. While demand can almost
be met in Agriculture (CS providers divided by CS users is 0.86) and Renewable Energy (0.85), the gap
between CS demand and CS supply increases in Food and Drink (0.81) and Defense (0.70). However, out of
all 12 sectors, the biggest gaps can be identified for Exploration (0.53) and the Built Environment sector
(0.58). In both sectors exists the highest shortage of available climate services. In fact, CS providers offer
only around half of the climate services which are demanded by CS users.

Figure 20: CS sales values’, CS providers’ and CS users’ share (%) of the entire CS sales value, all provided
CS and all purchased CS per sector in the EU28
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Table 6: Shortage and surplus on the CS market and size of the gap per sector
Country

Shortage of CS
on the Market

Surplus of CS
on the Market

CS Provider Share / CS User Share

Agriculture
Built Environment
Defence
Education and Training
Exploration
Food and Drink
Forestry and Timber
Health Care
Legal and Financial
Public & Charitable Bodies
Renewable Energy
Tourism and Leisure

Different market values:
Interestingly, the analysis of sectors unveils that a high combination of CS users and CS providers doesn’t
necessarily result in a high CS sales value. While this is the case for the Built Environment and the
Renewable Energy sectors, it is not the case for Agriculture and certainly not for Education.
The Built Environment, Renewable Energy and Agriculture sectors have the highest combined shares of
providers, users and sales values together but the market value of climate services for the Agriculture
sector is only about the half in comparison to the other two sectors. Based on the results of section 4.1.4,
one possible explanation for this phenomenon is that Agriculture is targeted by 48% of all public CS
providers, who mainly offer their services free of charge. In comparison, only 34% of private CS providers
target Agriculture. Also, the case study on Agriculture (D5.8) and the final report on case studies (D5.1)
point both out that stakeholders from the agriculture sector “often view climate services as being akin to
weather services, historically provided by public meteorological offices, and which they typically access free
of charge” (Bater 2018, 41). The Agriculture sector seems thus to mainly use short-term climate
information on the one hand, which is free assessable on the other hand.
Contrary to that, the high share of CS sales values in the Energy sector is influenced by the fact that public
and private CS providers target this sector almost equally (section 4.1.4). Additionally, two case studies of
WP5 (D5.5, D5.7) unveil that the Energy sector increasingly uses and requests decadal and longer-term
climate information, whose production is more complex and most likely also more cost-intensive.
This means in conclusion firstly that differences between CS sales values are influenced by which CS
providers supply climate services for which specific sectors (public versus private). It also means secondly
that differences between the sectors’ CS sales values are influenced by which services are on average
exactly purchased (short-term climate information versus longer-term climate information and CS types at
the beginning of the CS value chain versus CS types at the end of the CS value chain).
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Current CS demand & supply – Gap 3:
CS providers seem to meet CS users’ needs partly well when it is about offering climate services for
specific sectors. A state of equilibrium between demand and supply can be identified for 5 sectors out
of 12 (Forestry and Timber, Education, Legal and Financial, Agriculture and Renewable Energy).
However, also a clear surplus and a clear shortage of available climate services exist. While a clear
shortage of climate services exists in Exploration and the Built Environment sector, the highest surplus
of climate services can be assessed for the Public & Charitable Bodies sector and to a smaller extend
also for the Tourism sector and Health Care sector. The Public & Charitable Bodies sector has by far the
biggest gap between demand and supply; climate services are being provided for this sector 3 times as
often as they are actually demanded by CS users.
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5 Future state of the climate services market in the EU28
Having identified the gap between current CS demand and CS supply, this chapter assesses future gaps in
the CS market. Only when the future possible state of the CS market is understood, can current and future
gaps in CS demand and supply be avoided, and filled in the long-term.
The future state of the CS market will be influenced by the availability of climate services and the demand
for climate services at a country, product and sectoral scale. Both future demand and supply are reflected
in future CS sales values. But the prospective state of the CS market will also be highly influenced by future
climate vulnerabilities and risks of a country, a region or sector. Therefore, this chapter will present (1.)
Future gaps between growth rates of CS sales values as well as (2.) Future gaps between climate
vulnerabilities and risks. Its overall goal is to answer the question: Where is the future CS market expected
to be?

5.1 Analysis of growth rates of CS sales values
Future growth of the CS market refers to growth rates of CS sales values, which were estimated in the
scope of MARCO’s D2.2. Sales values not only provide information on the size and value of the market but
also always provide combined information on supply and demand. The future growth rates of CS sales
values are compared with the mainly qualitatively achieved results on future trends in D4.6 and the case
studies of WP5.
Similar to the previous sections, three questions will be answered: (1.) What are the growth rates of CS
sales values per country, (2.) What are the growth rates of CS sales values per CS type, and (3.) What are
the growth rates of CS sales values per sector.

5.1.1

What are the growth rates of CS sales values per country?

D2.2 identified extremely healthy historical as well as forecast growth rates in the EU28. The forecast
growth is much higher than for most global environmental and low carbon goods and services that had
previously researched by kMatrix (Howard 2018, 76). Also, the case studies and interviews of WP5 confirm
the overall trends identified in the CS market data. Even though CS growth rates appear optimistic in the
short-term (2020), they are evaluated as highly plausible in the medium-long term (2030) (Bater 2018, 17).
Table 7 illustrates the annual growth rates of CS sales values per country from 2017/18 until 2014/25. On a
country scale, growth rates don’t differ much – with the UK being a clear exception. This is demonstrated
by the green colored fields, which highlight the UK as the country with the highest growth rate for every
singly year until 2024/25. Despite of the UK, estimates for all the other remaining European countries are
either the same or have a deviation of only 0.1 percentage points for all the years until 2024/25. This leads
on average to an annual European growth of CS sales values by 11.9% in 2017/18 and 14.2% in 2024/25.

Table 7: Annual growth rates (%) of CS sales values per country, 2017/18 – 2024/25
Country
Austria
Belgium
Bulgaria
Croatia

October 2018

17/18
11.8
11.8
11.8
11.8

18/19
12.1
12.1
12.1
12.1

19/20
12.4
12.4
12.4
12.5

20/21
12.7
12.8
12.7
12.7

21/22
13.0
13.1
13.0
13.1

22/23
13.3
13.4
13.4
13.4

23/24
13.7
13.7
13.7
13.7

24/25
14.0
14.0
14.1
14.1
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Cyprus
Czech Republic
Denmark
Estonia
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Hungary
Ireland
Italy
Latvia
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Malta
Netherlands
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Slovakia
Slovenia
Spain
Sweden
UK
EU28 Average

11.8
11.8
11.8
11.8
11.9
11.8
11.8
11.8
11.9
11.8
11.8
11.8
11.8
11.8
11.8
11.8
11.9
11.8
11.8
11.8
11.8
11.9
11.8
15.1
11.9

12.1
12.1
12.1
12.1
12.2
12.1
12.1
12.1
12.2
12.1
12.1
12.1
12.1
12.1
12.1
12.1
12.1
12.1
12.1
12.1
12.1
12.1
12.1
15.5
12.2

12.4
12.4
12.4
12.4
12.5
12.4
12.4
12.5
12.5
12.4
12.4
12.4
12.4
12.4
12.4
12.5
12.5
12.4
12.4
12.4
12.4
12.4
12.4
15.8
12.5

12.7
12.7
12.7
12.7
12.8
12.8
12.8
12.7
12.8
12.7
12.7
12.7
12.7
12.7
12.7
12.7
12.8
12.7
12.7
12.7
12.7
12.8
12.7
16.3
12.9

13.0
13.0
13.0
13.0
13.1
13.1
13.1
13.1
13.1
13.1
13.1
13.0
13.1
13.0
13.0
13.1
13.1
13.0
13.1
13.0
13.0
13.1
13.0
16.7
13.2

13.3
13.4
13.4
13.3
13.5
13.4
13.4
13.4
13.4
13.3
13.4
13.4
13.4
13.3
13.4
13.4
13.4
13.3
13.4
13.3
13.3
13.4
13.4
17.1
13.5

13.6
13.6
13.7
13.7
13.8
13.7
13.7
13.8
13.8
13.7
13.7
13.7
13.7
13.6
13.7
13.7
13.7
13.7
13.7
13.7
13.7
13.8
13.7
17.5
13.8

14.0
14.0
14.0
14.0
14.1
14.1
14.0
14.1
14.1
14.0
14.1
14.0
14.0
14.0
14.0
14.1
14.1
14.0
14.1
14.0
14.0
14.1
14.0
17.9
14.2

Source: Data from D2.2

However, when the annual very similar growth rates are presented in EURM, future gaps between
European member states become obvious. Countries, which had an already high CS sales value in 2016/17
will generate an even higher CS sales value in 2024/25, in comparison to countries that had a very small CS
market at the same time. This means that the CS market value in absolute numbers will significantly
increase in the UK, Germany and France, like shown in Figure 21. While Germany was the country with the
highest CS sales value in 2016/17 (section 4.3.1), in 2024/25 it will be replaced by the UK due to the UK’s
exceptionally high growth rates. Also, Portugal and Greece will switch places in 2024/25.
All in all, because of the generally very small differences between national growth rates of CS sales values,
there will be only very small changes in the structure the European CS market is built up. Therefore, the
large unequal distribution of CS sales values between European member states, that was already assessed
in section 4.3.1, will remain the same. Similar to 2016/17, the 7 countries with the highest CS sales value
will still represent 77% of the entire European CS sales value in 2024/25 (UK, Germany, France, Spain, Italy,
the Netherlands and Poland).
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Figure 21: Annual future growth of CS sales values in European member states in EURM
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Future CS sales values – Key Message 1:
In future, there will be a large unequal distribution of CS sales values between European member
states. Due to very similar national growth rates, 7 countries will still represent 77% of the entire
European CS sales value in 2024/25. Germany as the country with the largest CS market in 2016/17 will
be replaced by the UK in 2024/25.

5.1.2

What are the growth rates of CS sales values per CS type?

As at the country scale, extremely small differences between annual growth rates also exist at the product
scale. Figure 8 shows that all eight CS types will be growing at a similar yearly growth rate until 2024/25.
The green colored fields of table 8 demonstrate additionally that usually several of the eight CS types share
the highest growth rate per year.
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While “Advisory Services” is the CS type with the highest growth potential until 2024/25 (14.3%),
“Measurement” and “Operation” are expected to grow at the lowest rate (14.1%). All other CS types are
expected to grow equally at the average growth rate of 14.2% in 2024/25.

Table 8: Annual growth rates (%) of CS sales values per CS type, 2017/18 – 2024/25
Service
(1.) Measurement
(2.) Operation
(3.) Modelling
(4.) Data Management
(5.) Processing & Re-Analysis
(6.) Advisory Services
(7.) Other Consulting Services
(8.) Publications
Average

17/18
11.9
11.9
12.0
11.9
12.0
12.0
12.0
11.9
11.9

18/19
12.1
12.2
12.3
12.2
12.2
12.3
12.3
12.2
12.2

19/20
12.4
12.5
12.6
12.5
12.6
12.6
12.6
12.5
12.5

20/21
12.8
12.8
12.9
12.8
12.9
12.9
12.9
12.8
12.9

21/22
13.1
13.1
13.2
13.2
13.2
13.2
13.2
13.2
13.2

22/23
13.4
13.5
13.6
13.5
13.5
13.6
13.5
13.5
13.5

23/24
13.7
13.8
13.9
13.8
13.9
13.9
13.9
13.8
13.8

24/25
14.1
14.1
14.2
14.2
14.2
14.3
14.2
14.2
14.2

Source: Data from D2.2

In order to put these growth rates in relation to their current sales value in EURM, Figure 22 shows the
future growth of all CS types in EURM. This colorful representation demonstrates that both “Advisory
Services” and “Other Consulting” are definitely destined to be the largest markets of CS types also in the
future. Since the deviations from the yearly growth rate averages are only 0.1 percentage points for all the
years until 2024/25, also no changes in the structure of the CS market will occur. This means that equally
to the current state of the CS market in 2016/17, also in 2024/25 “Advisory Services” and “Other Consulting
Services” will still generate 47% of the entire CS sales value of all eight CS types together.

Figure 22: Annual future growth of CS sales value per CS type in EURM
(1.) Measurement
(2.) Operation
(3.) Modelling
(4.) Data Management
(5.) Processing & Re-Analysis
(6.) Advisory Services
(7.) Other Consulting
(8.) Publications
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Source: Calculations are based on data from D2.2

Given the results of section 4.4.2, these forecasted growth rates could be seen critically. The analysis of
current demand and supply unveiled that there is currently a shortage of the two CS types “Modelling” and
“Operation” since they are much higher requested by users than supplied by providers. Contrary to that,
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“Advisory Services” are currently provided to a larger extent than actually requested by users. Besides the
extremely small differences in growth rates, “Operation” has, however, one of the lowest growth rates of
all CS types, while “Advisory Services” is estimated to grow the most. It is thus unclear whether the current
gap between demand and supply can be filled on growth rates that seem to reproduce the same structure
of the CS market like it is existing today.

Future CS sales values – Key Message 2:
In the future, “Advisory Services” and “Other Consulting” will continue to be the largest markets of
eight CS types. Even though “Advisory Services” has the highest growth rate in 2024/25, the CS value
chain will maintain its overall structure as all CS types are expected to grow at a similar yearly rate.

5.1.3

What are the growth rates of CS sales values per sector?

In comparison to growth rates at the country and product scale, growth rates of CS sales values differ at the
sectoral scale. This is illustrated in Table 9 by the green colored fields (highest growth rates) and the red
colored fields (lowest growth rates).
With an expected annual growth rate of 16.8% in 2024/25, the Processing Industry (NEC = not elsewhere
classified) will be growing the most. This is not only the case for 2024/25 but also for every single year as of
2017/18. Besides that, also Business Services is highlighted in the table for every year until 2024/25. It is
expected, however, that it’s CS market will grow on the lowest possible speed (12.2% in 2024/25), which is
also partly the case for Operational Services (12.2%) and Research & Development (12.2%).

Table 9: Annual growth rates (%) of CS sales values per sector, 2017/18 – 2024/25
Sector
Agriculture
Biotechnology
Built Environment
Business Services
Civil Engineering Sector (NEC)
Communications
Defence
Education and Training
Exploration
Food and Drink
Forestry and Timber
Health Care
Hospitality
Legal and Financial
Logistics
Manufacturing
News Publishing & Journalism
Not Elsewhere Classified (NEC)
Operational Services
Pharmaceuticals
Processing Industry (NEC)
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17/18
13.0
11.0
12.5
10.3
13.9
11.3
13.2
12.5
12.5
11.4
12.2
12.8
12.4
11.0
10.9
10.6
11.4
13.8
10.3
11.9
14.1

18/19
13.3
11.2
12.8
10.5
14.2
11.6
13.5
12.8
12.9
11.7
12.6
13.1
12.7
11.2
11.2
10.9
11.7
14.1
10.5
12.1
14.5

19/20
13.7
11.5
13.1
10.8
14.5
11.9
13.9
13.1
13.2
11.9
12.9
13.4
13.0
11.5
11.4
11.2
12.0
14.5
10.9
12.5
14.9

20/21
14.0
11.8
13.4
11.0
14.9
12.2
14.3
13.4
13.6
12.3
13.2
13.8
13.4
11.8
11.7
11.4
12.2
14.9
11.1
12.7
15.2

21/22
14.3
12.1
13.8
11.3
15.3
12.5
14.6
13.7
13.9
12.6
13.5
14.1
13.7
12.1
12.0
11.7
12.6
15.3
11.3
13.1
15.6

22/23
14.7
12.5
14.1
11.6
15.6
12.8
15.0
14.1
14.2
12.9
13.9
14.5
14.1
12.4
12.3
12.0
12.9
15.6
11.7
13.4
15.9

23/24
15.1
12.7
14.4
11.9
16.0
13.1
15.4
14.5
14.5
13.2
14.2
14.9
14.4
12.7
12.6
12.3
13.2
16.0
11.9
13.8
16.3

24/25
15.4
13.0
14.8
12.2
16.4
13.4
15.7
14.8
14.9
13.5
14.6
15.2
14.7
13.0
13.0
12.6
13.5
16.4
12.2
14.1
16.8
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Public & Charitable Bodies
Renewable Energy
Research & Development
Retailing and Wholesale
Tourism and Leisure
Utilities
Average

13.3
12.3
10.2
12.1
12.6
12.5
12.1

13.6
12.6
10.6
12.4
12.9
12.8
12.4

13.9
12.9
10.8
12.7
13.2
13.2
12.7

14.3
13.2
11.0
13.0
13.5
13.5
13.0

14.7
13.5
11.3
13.4
13.9
13.9
13.3

15.0
13.9
11.6
13.7
14.2
14.1
13.7

15.4
14.2
12.0
14.1
14.6
14.5
14.0

15.8
14.6
12.2
14.4
15.0
14.9
14.3

Source: Calculations are based on data from D2.2

When the annual growth rates are calculated and presented in EURM, the absolute size and value of the
future CS market can be illustrated per sector (Figure 23). Due to the differences in growth rates, small
changes in the structure of the CS market occur.

Figure 23: Annual future growth of CS sales value per sector in EURM
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Source: Calculations are based on data from D2.2

These changes include that the CS market of the News Publishing & Journalism sector will be larger than
the CS market of the Legal and Financial sector at the end of 2024/25 – both will switch places, which
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results in News Publishing & Journalism being the fourth biggest CS market out of all 27 sectors.
Additionally, Health Care will replace Food and Drinks, Tourism will replace Operational Services and
Pharmaceuticals will switch with Manufacturing. This means that all these sectors – News Publishing &
Journalism, Health Care, Tourism, Pharmaceuticals – are expected to have a higher importance in the CS
market in 2024/25 than they had in 2016/17. Nevertheless, these changes between sectors are small and
the overall structure of the CS market will only change little. This is also because the three sectors with
the overall highest CS sales values will still remain the same as 2016/2017. These are the Built Environment,
Renewable Energy and Public & Charitable Bodies. By 2024/25, the CS sales value of all three sectors is
expected to account for 26,4% of the entire CS market value. This is even a bit more than in 2016/17
(25.6%) and illustrates again that also in the future overall demand and supply will differ significantly
between sectors.
Such different demand and supply patterns and growth potentials are also assessed and confirmed by the
case studies of WP5. While case studies evaluate current CS sales values as appearing optimistic, future
growth rates are assessed as highly plausible in the medium-long term (Bater 2018, 17). This is illustrated in
the final column of table 10, which shows the expected market growth of the 9 different sectors covered by
case studies. Number 5 stands for a very high growth and number 1 stands for a very low market growth.
Similar to the transactional ascertained future CS sales values, also the case studies identify a very high
growth potential for Agriculture, Forestry & Timber, Renewable Energy and the Utilities sector.

Table 10: WP5 evaluation of current CS sales values and future CS market growth
WP5 Case Study Sector

Country

Alpine Winter Ski Tourism (Hospitality)
Alpine Winter Ski Tourism (Tourism)
Agriculture and Forestry (Agriculture)
Agriculture and Forestry (Forestry &
Timber)
Critical Energy Infrastructures (Utilities)
Legal Services (Legal and Financial)
Mining (Exploration, Mines & Quarries)
Real Estate (Built Environment)
Renewable Energy (Renewable Energy)
Urban Infrastructures (Built Environment)
Water & Sanitation (Utilities)

Austria
Austria
France
France
Germany
UK
EU28
Denmark
Denmark
Germany
Spain

CS Sales
Value in
2016/17 in
EURM

CS Growth
Rate for
2016/17 in
%

WP5
Evaluation
of current
CS Sales
Values

WP5
Evaluation
of potential
CS market
growth

5.5
5.0
54.0
48.2

11.5
12.2
12.4
11.9

3
4
5
5

67.8
85.1
452.9
8.8
9.5
130.0
38.5

11.8
12.1
12.3
11.9
11.8
12.3
12.3

4
3
4
4
4
5
5

Source: Bater 2018, 17 (D5.1)

Future CS sales values – Key Message 3:
Future CS sales values will differ significantly between sectors. The Built Environment, Renewable
Energy and Public & Charitable Bodies are still the three sectors with the overall highest CS sales
values, together amounting to 26.4%. The highest annual growth is expected in the Processing Industry
(NEC) (16.8% in 2024/25), while the lowest growth of CS sales values is estimated for Business Services
(12.2% in 2024/25), Operational Services and Research & Development.
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5.2 Analysis of climate change impacts, vulnerabilities and risks
Already today human and natural systems are both exposed and vulnerable to the impacts of climate
extremes. This is expected to be even more the case in the future due to projected climate change (IPCC,
2018). Therefore, not only market forecasts but also information on future climate impacts, vulnerabilities
and risks can provide valuable insights into the possible prospective state of the CS market. This is because
climate services support countries, regions and sectors to reduce their climate-related risks, to adapt to
climate change and to increase their resilience. It is thus important that gaps in the current CS market are
also analyzed against the background of future climate impacts, vulnerabilities and risks in order to identify
especially these regions and these sectors where an increased future CS demand might most likely occur.
The following two subsections present research results from several research projects and studies, from the
case studies from WP5 and its D5.1 “Synthesis report on case studies, best practices, KPIs” (D5.1). Also
results achieved in D4.1 “Vulnerability assessment in a forecasting perspective” are considered as well as a
draft version from D6.1. Given the availability of information and similar to the previous sections two
questions will be answered: (1.) What are future gaps between climate vulnerabilities per country and (2.)
What are future gaps between climate vulnerabilities per sector.

5.2.1

What are the climate change impacts, vulnerabilities and risks per country?

Impacts, vulnerabilities and risks related to climate change differ not only globally but also within the EU28.
The CLIMATE Project of the ESPON 2013 Programme (European Observation Network for Territorial
Development and Cohesion) made these differences visible. It developed a comprehensive vulnerability
assessment methodology and applied it to all regions across Europe3.
The results of ESPON CLIMATE show that each region has not only a different exposure to climate change
(aggregated data for two time periods, 1961-1990 and 2071-2100, for eight climate stimuli was used) but it
has also distinct physical, environmental, social, cultural and economic characteristics that result in
different sensitivities to climate change. Together exposure and sensitivity determine the possible impact
that climatic change may have on a region. This potential impact of climate change is illustrated on the left
side of Figure 24. However, a region might in the long run be able to adjust to climate change, e.g. by
increasing its dikes. Its adaptive capacity can enhance or counteract the climate change impacts, which,
according to the fourth Assessment Report (AR4) of the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), leads
to a region’s overall vulnerability and according to IPCC’s fifth Assessment Report (AR5) to its overall risks
related to climate change. In order to follow the new terminology of the AR5, the assessed vulnerability of
ESPON CLIMATE is called risk hereinafter and is shown on the ride side of Figure 244.

3

Any vulnerability and risk assessment is confronted with several uncertainties which are based on the climate models
(the ESPON CLIMATE project made use of only one model: CCLM1), the emission scenario (SRES scenario A1B of AR4)
and of course, the future economic development. Thus, the results of ESPON CLIMATE have to be seen as a possible
vulnerability/risk scenario, which shows what Europe’s future in the wake of climate change may look like and not as a
clear-cut forecast (ESPON, 2011, 3). New vulnerability and risk assessments that use several models and the new
Representative Concentration Pathways (RCP) used by the fifth Assessment Report (AR5) of the International Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) (instead of SRES emission scenarios from the fourth Assessment Report (AR4)) might come to
different results. During the time this deliverable was prepared, such a comprehensive vulnerability and risk
assessment using RCPs was not found for the EU28.
4
ESPON CLIMATE followed the definition of the AR4 (2007). In IPCC’s AR5 (2014), not vulnerability but risk of climate
change impacts is the end factor being assessed. In order to assess risk, the AR5 additionally distinguishes between
hazard, which together with exposure and sensitivity determines the possible impact of climate change. This impact
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Figure 24:Potential impact of climate change (left) and potential risk to climate change (right)

Aggregated potential impact of
climate change by 2100

Potential risk (by ESPON called vulnerability) to
climate change by 2100

Source: ESPON CLIMATE, 2011 (Note: ESPON CLIMATE assessed the potential vulnerability to climate change, which is
in this deliverable presented as the potential risk related to climate change on the right side of the figure)

The potential impact of climate change on Europe’s regions differs considerably. Many mountainous and
coastal areas are severely impacted for reasons that vary from coastal storm surges to economic
dependency on seasonal tourism. These hot spots are mostly located in the Mediterranean region, such as
in Spain, France and Italy, but also in North-western Europe, such as in the Netherlands, Belgium and
Germany. There seems to be also a moderate negative impact in some areas in northern Scandinavia,
together with adaptive capacity results in risk (in AR4 called vulnerability). According to AR5, vulnerability is instead
“sensitivity or susceptibility to harm and lack of capacity to cope and adapt” (IPCC, 2014).
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which results mainly from the sensitivity of the environment and flood prone infrastructure. In comparison
to that, many Central, Eastern and Northern European regions face virtually no negative impacts or are
even witnessing benefits of climate change offering new economic opportunities, such as in Finland,
Estonia, Poland and Germany.
Not only the potential impact but also the potential risk resulting from climate change differs significantly.
The potential risk is shown on the right side of Figure 24, taking into account the potential impacts in a
region as well as the regional adaptive capacity. The results reveal a clear North-South division that most
negatively affects Southern European member states. While the Mediterranean and South-East Europe
may be expected to have the highest risk resulting from climate change, the regions in the North show low
or only a marginal risk. The reason for this difference is partly due to the comparatively higher adaptive
capacity of Scandinavian and Western European countries, which lowers the potential impact projected for
these regions (ESPON, 2011). For instance, the impact of climate change is assessed with a low negative
impact for many regions in Germany (left side of the figure). However, due to Germany’s capacity to adapt
to climate change, the risks of most of these regions are expected to be eliminated or to be only marginally
high (right side of the figure). Also, the medium negative impact in some regions of France can
predominately be reduced to a risk with an only low negative impact. Contrary to that, the results on the
potential impact of climate change (left side of the figure) and the results on the potential risk resulting
from climate change (right side of the figure) are almost the same or even worse in Spain, Portugal, Italy,
Greece, Bulgaria, Romania and Hungary. Several regions of these countries have the highest risk, due to a
very low or low level of adaptive capacity (ESPON, 2011).
Thus, the capacity to adapt to climate change is essential and will be even more important in the future.
Adaptive capacity consists of three parts, which are further comprised of individual dimensions of adaptive
capacity as defined by the IPCC, such as awareness (knowledge, awareness), ability (technology,
infrastructure) and action (institutions, economic resources). If these three parts are strengthened and
increased in especially these countries that have the highest risks resulting from climate change, such as
Spain, Portugal, Italy, Greece, Bulgaria, Romania and Hungary, also the potential impact of climate change
can be reduced. This means that the higher the potential negative impacts of climate change, the more
important is adaptation in order to avoid negative consequences on the economy, population, physical
assets, cultural heritage and the environment.
Now, this is exactly where climate services come in. Climate services help to increase awareness, ability
and action as well as they enable the development of concrete adaptation measures. In fact, climate
services provide the basis to enhance adaptive capacity and to develop the adaptation measures which are
needed to reduce vulnerabilities and risks resulting from climate change. As presented above, the potential
impact of climate change and the potential risks resulting from climate change differ significantly between
European member states and are assessed to be high in some regions in the future. Thus, these countries,
whose adaptive capacity is assessed to be low and whose overall future risks are assessed to be high might
likely have an increased demand for climate services. But also those countries and regions, which might be
able to lower the impact of climate change due to a high adaptive capacity will need climate services in
order to successfully do so. This shows that the overall importance of climate services and the potential
demand for climate services will likely increase in the future. As illustrated in Figure 24, this should
particularly be true for Southern and Eastern European member states, such as Spain, Portugal, Italy,
Greece, Bulgaria, Romania and Hungary, but also for regions along the coastline in North-western European
countries.
Surprisingly, the previous section on the growth of CS sales values until 2024/25 doesn’t suggest such
increasing future demand due to unordinary similar national growth rates. Such an increasing demand is,
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however, already visible today. The gap analysis of current demand and supply in section 4.4 unveiled that
out of the countries with the highest risk mentioned above, Spain, Italy and Greece are currently having a
higher demand for climate services than climate services are actually supplied. Additionally, in Bulgaria,
Romania and Hungary could either no CS providers or no CS users be identified, which illustrates as well a
clear potential & need for climate services and for developing a functioning CS market in the future.

Future climate vulnerabilities and risks – Key Message 1:
Impacts of climate change and risks related to climate change differ significantly between European
member states and their regions. Several regions in Spain, Portugal, Italy, Greece, Bulgaria, Romania
and Hungary are expected to have high risks related to climate change but also regions along the
coastline in North-western European countries will be affected negatively. This indicates an increasing
importance and future demand for climate services in general and together with the low capacity to
adapt to climate change in Spain, Portugal, Italy, Greece, Bulgaria, Romania and Hungary an increasing
importance of climate services in highly affected European member states in particular.

5.2.2

What are the climate change impacts, vulnerabilities and risks per sector?

Future climate change impacts, vulnerabilities and risks not only differ significantly between European
member states and their regions but also between sectors. Already today sectors are affected by the
complex interactions of climatic and non-climatic factors, and the feedbacks among them (Lazo et al., 2011;
Arent et al.,2014; WMO and GFCF, 2016; European Environment Agency, 2017). Extreme events cause
direct economic losses through physical damages as well as they impact the sectors‘ economic activities. In
this regard, D4.1 identifies several sectors as currently highly vulnerable to climate variability and to the
occurrence of extreme climate events, such as Agriculture and Forestry, Renewable Energy, Critical Energy
Infrastructures, Transportation and Storage, Mining, Water and Sanitation, Tourism, Human Health and
Cities (Kaspersen et al., 2017). Also, the case studies of D5.1 highlight most of these sectors as being highly
vulnerable and moreover as being highly dependent on Climatically Sensitive Infrastructure and Systems
(CSIS) (Bater, 2018).
If considering the results of several studies on future impacts, vulnerabilities and risks, results become even
more warningly. The latest Special Report of the IPCC on Global Warming of 1.5°C points out that
“[c]limate-related risks to health, livelihoods, food security, water supply, human security, and economic
growth are projected to increase with global warming of 1.5°C and increase further with 2°C” (IPCC, 2018).
Additionally, “risks across energy, food, and water sectors could overlap spatially and temporally, creating
new and exacerbating current hazards, exposures, and vulnerabilities that could affect increasing numbers
of people and regions” worldwide (IPCC, 2018).
Also, at the European level several sectors are expected to be highly affected, like illustrated by the
IMPACT2C project. The IMPACT2C project assessed the impacts of a 2°C global warming above the preindustrial level in the sectors of Water, Agriculture, Tourism, and Ecosystems. Not all sectors in all European
member states are expected to belong to the so-called climate change ‘losers’, though. Figure 25 below
shows that the multi-sectoral assessment unveiled several losers as well as winners from a changing
climate. The so-called multi-sectoral hotspot ‘winners’ that might benefit from the projected warming are
located in Nordic countries and the Baltic countries, as well as in some parts of Central and Eastern
European member states (Austria, the Czech Republic, Poland and Slovakia). On the contrary, the warming
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and the increase of hazards might negatively affect sectors in regions mainly located in south-eastern and
southern parts of Europe as well as coastal areas and floodplains. Impacts from a changing climate on the
sectors in these regions are projected to be predominantly negative (European Environment Agency, 2017).
To these multi-sectoral hotspot 'losers' belong especially sectors located in Spain, Portugal, France and
Italy.

Figure 25: Projected ‘winners’ (left) and ‘losers’ (right) from climate change

Source: European Environment Agency, 2017

Besides the results from IMPACT2C, the CLIMSAVE project analyzed vulnerability from an Ecosystem service
perspective. It confirms the same spatial hotspots in south-eastern European member states and highlights
the high sensitivity of water, agriculture, forestry, and biodiversity when other sectors change. This proves
the role of non-climatic factors interactions at determining the overall vulnerability and risk of complex
systems. Therefore, the European Environment Agency concludes that “the degree to which European
regions are vulnerable to climate change is determined by the vulnerability of multiple sectors, and by
interdependencies and feedback loops across these sectors” (European Environment Agency, 2017, 273).
All in all, given the above presented changing and increasing vulnerabilities and risks in European member
states, climate services should be of substantial importance when vulnerabilities, risks and
interdependencies between sectors have to be identified and adequate adaptation measures and
strategies have to be developed. The results of several studies suggest that adaptation initiatives should
address climate-related impacts by building strategies and measures from the analysis of their
interactions in the climate and social systems and by including all the sectors and scales involved. This
indicates not only an increasing demand for climate services in the future but it also illustrates the manifold
benefits the eight different CS types can provide.
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Future climate vulnerabilities and risk – Key Message 2:
In particular, the Water, Agriculture, Forestry and Biodiversity sectors will be highly vulnerable in the
future due to their strong interdependencies with each other and with non-climatic developments,
such as changing land-use patterns and population change. As highly vulnerable are also expected to
be the Energy, Transportation, Critical Energy Infrastructure, Mining, Tourism and Health sector. Multisectoral hotspot ‘winners’ that might benefit from a projected 2°C global warming are located in
Nordic and the Baltic countries, as well as in some parts of Central and Eastern European member
states. Multi-sectoral hotspot 'losers' are mainly located in south-eastern and southern parts of
Europe, such as in Spain, Portugal, France and Italy.

5.3 Trends of future CS supply and CS demand
In comparison to the gap analysis on current CS demand and CS supply, no gaps but only trends can be
detected for the future. This is because for the future there are no information available on future CS
providers and future CS users. A demand-supply gap analysis like presented in chapter 4.4 is thus not
possible. What is possible, though, is to compare the results of the last two sections. Since both sections
looked on the potential market growth from a different angel, the comparison of their results can be seen
as a method of verification, which helps to clarify and identify future trends.
When the results on future CS sales values (section 5.1) and future vulnerabilities and risks (section 5.2) are
directly compared with each other, it becomes obvious that both analyses come to similar as well as
different results. Table 11 below summarizes these similarities and differences.

Table 11: Combined results on future CS market growth

Similarity
Difference

Similarity

Analysis of growth rates of CS sales values

Analysis of climate impacts, vulnerabilities
and risks

CS market growth is expected to be high

CS market growth is expected to be high

CS market growth is expected to not differ
between European member states
CS market growth is expected to not differ
between CS types
CS market growth is expected to differ
between sectors

CS market growth is expected to differ
between European member states
–
CS market growth is expected to differ
between sectors

What can be seen as a main result is that future CS sales values and future climate vulnerabilities and risks
indicate both a strong CS market growth until 2024/25 (in case of CS sales values) and beyond (in case of
climate vulnerabilities and risks). The overall very healthy CS growth rates and the overall increasing
vulnerabilities and risks – which might be one of the many reasons for such healthy CS growth rates in the
future – point in the same direction: the CS market is expected to continue to strongly evolve.
How this exactly looks like at the different scales, is shortly presented in the next two subsections. These
subsections will answer the questions: (1.) What are the trends at the country scale and (2.) What are the
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trends at the sectoral scale. For the product scale, only information is available for the growth of CS sales
values (section 5.1.2), wherefore the product scale does not need to be presented one more time.

5.3.1

What are the trends at the country scale?

At the country scale, the analysis on growth rates of CS sales values and the analysis of future climate
vulnerabilities and risks come to different results. Growth rates of CS sales values indicate that demand and
supply patterns will hardly change at the country level. The CS market is expected to steadily grow on
similar growth rates in every European member state. In comparison to that, the vulnerability and risk
analysis suggests different demand patterns at the country level. These different demand patterns are
based on the particularly high climate impacts and risks in South European and South-East European
member states and the comparatively low climate impacts and risks in Scandinavian and Western European
countries.
What could be possible explanations for these different results?
Firstly, even though a large amount of research points out that vulnerabilities and risks are expected to
overall increase and to differ at the country level, we still don’t know if such development results also
surely in an increased CS demand or CS supply. What might sound logical, doesn’t necessarily need to
happen. CS demand and CS supply patterns are generally influenced by various factors and not only by the
knowledge that one has to deal with climate impacts and risks in the future. This means that the results of
sections 5.2 are confronted with uncertainties. These uncertainties include human behavior and especially
future activities at the political level as well as their possible outcomes. It is not enough to be informed
about an increasing North-South division that most negatively affects Southern European member states.
Affected countries and their regions need also to activity want to reduce the impacts of their climaterelated risks as well as they need to have the means for doing so.
Secondly, growth estimates of future CS sales values are based on a complex transactional analysis. Growth
is a multi-year measure that includes historical AND forecast growth. In D2.2, the growth measure is
derived from live, rapidly changing and multi-sourced data links and is specifically based upon growth in the
market value of existing CS activities. Since the original CS sector research in 2011, the methodology used
for the transactional analysis has become much more widely documented and audited. Nevertheless, CS
market research is a very young field and transactional market data is only available since a few years by
now. This might be an explanation for the unordinary similar national CS growth rates presented in section
5.1.1. Even though similar growth rates are usually a sign for an emerging market, which the CS market
certainly is, forecasts are always confronted with uncertainties and can only provide information on future
market trends. They should be thus treated with care.

Future CS market growth – Trend 1:
CS market growth trends cannot clearly be identified on the country scale. While growth rates of CS
sales values indicate that the CS market will steadily grow on similar high growth rates in every
European member state, the climate vulnerability and risk analysis suggests not only a high growth
potential but also a very high growth potential for the CS markets in South and South-East European
member states.
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5.3.2

What are the trends at the sectoral scale?

In comparison to the previous subsection, CS market growth trends can be clearly identified at the sectoral
scale. The results on growth rates of CS sales values and the results of the climate vulnerability and risk
analysis are similar, they thus verify each other. Both analyses expect different CS demand and CS supply
patterns in the different sectors assessed. They also identify the strongest growth potential for the same
sectors.

Future CS market growth – Trend 2:
CS market growth trends can clearly be identified at the sectoral scale: Growth is expected to differ
between sectors. While the growth of CS sales values is estimated to be particularly high in Agriculture,
Forestry and Timber, Health Care, Tourism, Energy, Critical Energy Infrastructures (Built
Environment/Utilities) and Mining (Exploration), also the vulnerability and risk analysis suggests the
highest growth potential for the exact same sectors.

6 Gaps between the current and future state of the climate services
market in the EU28
Now that the current gaps on the CS market are unveiled and since also the future trends on the CS market
are assessed, the current and future state of the market can be compared. Such a comparison is needed in
order to understand how the CS market can reach its potential. At the same time, it enables an
understanding of how the already identified gaps and trends could prevent the climate services market
from reaching its full potential. It has to be mentioned one more time, though, that current gaps between
CS demand and CS supply are related to sample data and do not automatically represent gaps on the entire
CS market (section 4.4). This has to be kept in mind.
The comparison is again structured along the questions (1.) What are the gaps at the country scale, (2.)
What are the gaps at the product scale and (3.) What are the gaps at the sectoral scale.

6.1 What are the gaps at the country scale?
Table 12 summarizes the main results of the last two chapters. It shows if a shortage or a surplus of climate
services exists on a national market, how big a countries’ gap is between CS demand and CS supply and
how the future market growth might look like.
Since the future market is expected to increase or to even highly increase in all countries, some countries
might have the possibility to eliminate the current shortage of available climate services. This might be the
case for France, the Netherlands and the UK but particularly for countries with a very high growth potential
due to high climate vulnerabilities and risks and a currently low capacity to adapt, such as Greece, Italy and
Spain. However, if the growth on the market will eliminate current shortages of climate services or if the
shortage will potentially sustain is unclear. The growth potential only suggests that there are growing
possibilities for CS providers to fill existing gaps.
Similarly, it is unclear how a growing national CS market will interact with a current surplus of available
climate services. A surplus of climate services exists in Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, Germany,
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Ireland and Portugal. However, like mentioned in section 4.4.1, these results have to be treated with care
because national import and export activities couldn’t adequately be considered in the analysis. Still, a
growing national CS market together with a currently existing surplus might lead to an also increasing
surplus in the future. This might especially be the case for Portugal. In Portugal it is expected that the CS
market might not only increase but also highly increase due to Portugal’s high climate vulnerabilities and
risks and due to the country’s currently low capacity to adapt. In case the surplus of available climate
services sustains or even increases, effort might be needed to raise awareness for the benefits climate
services can provide and an increased endeavor to address a growing number of potential CS users.

Table 12: Combined results on current and future state of the CS market per country
Country

Austria
Belgium
Bulgaria
Croatia
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Denmark
Estonia
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Hungary
Ireland
Italy
Latvia
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Malta
Netherlands
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Slovakia
Slovenia
Spain
Sweden
UK

Present
Shortage
on the
Market

Surplus
on the
Market

CS Provider Share / CS User
Share

Future
Future Market Growth
Increasing
Increasing
Highly increasing*
Increasing
Increasing
Increasing
Increasing
Increasing
Increasing
Increasing
Increasing
Highly increasing*
Highly increasing*
Increasing
Highly increasing*
Increasing
Increasing
Increasing
Increasing
Increasing
Increasing
Highly increasing*
Highly increasing*
Increasing
Increasing
Highly increasing*
Increasing
Increasing

Note: * The “highly” is based on the assessed future climate vulnerabilities and risks in combination with a low
capacity to adapt
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Contrary to that, for 15 European member states neither a shortage nor a surplus of climate services could
be identified because of missing data on CS providers or CS users. Besides Luxembourg and Sweden, this
applies to all European member states that joined the EU from 2004 onwards. In these countries the CS
market is currently in a very premature state, which is illustrated by the countries’ low CS sales values, a
low numbers of identified CS providers and a low number of identified CS users. This is expected to change
with a steadily increasing or highly increasing market growth and especially applies to Bulgaria, Hungary
and Romania.

Current & future state of the CS market – Gap 1:
The assessed three different types of current CS markets – (1.) a CS market with a shortage of available
climate services, (2.) a CS market with a surplus of available climate services and (3.) a CS market in a
very premature state – might change in the future due to a high or a very high CS market growth.
European member states with a current shortage of climate services might have the chance to
eliminate their shortages. This applies especially to Greece, Italy and Spain because of an expected very
high CS market growth within these countries. In European member states with a current surplus of
climate services, the surplus could sustain or even increase in the future. This applies especially to
Portugal because of Portugal’s expected very high CS market growth. All Eastern European countries
have the chance to leave the premature state of their CS markets behind and to develop, which might
especially be the case for Bulgaria, Hungary and Romania.

6.2 What are the gaps at the product scale?
Also, at the product scale the future CS market will be steadily growing. Against that background there
might be the possibility to fill the gap between CS demand and CS supply for these CS types, which are
currently having a shortage on the CS market. This applies especially to “Operation” and “Modelling”. Like
already mentioned in the previous subsection, such development is unclear, though. The future market
growth only suggests that there are growing possibilities for CS providers to fill the existing gaps and to
meet the assessed large unmet demand of CS users for “Operation” and “Modelling”.
In terms of CS types with a current surplus, the surplus could sustain or even increase in the future. Here,
special attention should probably be given to the CS type “Data Management”. “Data Management” is
currently provided almost two times as often (1.9) as actually demanded by CS users. An increasing market
for “Data Management” could thus potentially result in an also increasing surplus of “Data Management” in
the future. In such case, CS providers offering this specific CS type will have it much more difficult to
successfully sell it on the market, which in turn might lead to an increased competition among them and to
declining prices of the product.
This might also apply to “Advisory Services”, which is currently provided 1.3 times as often as requested by
CS users. However, “Advisory Services” is economically the most important CS type of all. “Advisory
Services” are by far most demanded and most offered, at both European and country level. They also
generate by far the highest CS sales value and are expected to grow the most in the future. This together
illustrates that “Advisory Services” will continue to play a leading role on the CS market also in the future.
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Table 13: Combined results on current and future state of the CS market per CS type
Country

Present
Shortage
on the
Market

Surplus
on the
Market

CS Provider Share / CS User
Share

Measurement
Operation
Modelling
Data Management
Processing & Re-Analysis
Advisory Services
Other Consulting/Capacity
Building
Publication

Future
Future Market Growth
Increasing
Increasing
Increasing
Increasing
Increasing
Increasing
Increasing
Increasing

Current & future state of the CS market – Gap 2:
Due to an increasing market growth in the future, the large current shortages of “Operation” and
“Modelling” could potentially be reduced or eliminated in the future, while the gap between CS
demand and CS supply might increase for CS types with a current surplus on the market. This applies
especially to “Date Management” and suggests that some CS providers offering this specific CS type
might want to reconsider their existing strategies.

6.3 What are the gaps at the sectoral scale?
Also, at the sectoral scale the future CS market will grow steadily. Very high market growth is expected in
some sectors because of the sector’s high vulnerabilities and risks related to climate change and extreme
events. For these sectors might exist the possibility that a current shortage of climate services covering these
sectors can be eliminated. This applies especially to the Built Environment and Exploration. In both sectors
exists the highest shortage of available climate services. In fact, CS providers offer currently only around half
of the climate services (0.53, 0.58), which are actually demanded by CS users. Thus, the expected high CS
market growth in these sectors might potentially lead to a decrease of the currently existing gap between
demand and supply.
Contrary to that, the currently highest surplus of climate services exists in the Public & Charitable Bodies,
Health Care and Tourism sectors. Together with an expected CS market growth, the surplus of climate
services addressing these specific sectors might also increase in the future. This might particularly be the case
for the Health Care and Tourism sectors, which are expected to have a very high growth potential in the
future due to their high climate vulnerabilities and risks. But due to these high climate vulnerabilities and
risks, it is also expected that the demand for CS will increase. Both, demand and supply, are generally
reflected in CS sales values and their forecasts, wherefore it is unclear if the current market structure will
sustain and if the assessed surplus will really deepen. Given the results of the previous sections it can only be
said that there might exist the danger for a potentially sustaining or increasing gap between demand and
supply in both sectors. CS providers might thus want to carefully watch and review their activities.
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Table 14: Combined results on current and future state of the CS market per sector
Country

Present
Shortage
on the
Market

Surplus
on the
Market

CS Provider Share / CS User
Share

Agriculture
Biotechnology
Built Environment
Business Services
Civil Engineering Sector
(NEC)
Communications
Defence
Education and Training
Exploration
Food and Drink
Forestry and Timber
Health Care
Hospitality
Legal and Financial
Logistics
Manufacturing
News Publishing &
Journalism
Not Elsewhere Classified
(NEC)
Operational Services
Pharmaceuticals
Processing Industry (NEC)
Public & Charitable Bodies
Renewable Energy
Research & Development
Retailing and Wholesale
Tourism and Leisure
Utilities

Future
Future Market Growth
Highly increasing*
Increasing
Highly increasing*
Increasing
Increasing
Increasing
Increasing
Increasing
Highly increasing*
Increasing
Highly increasing*
Highly increasing*
Increasing
Increasing
Increasing
Increasing
Increasing
Increasing
Increasing
Increasing
Increasing
Increasing
Highly increasing*
Increasing
Increasing
Highly increasing*
Highly increasing*

Note: * The “highly” is based on results from the future climate vulnerabilities and risks analysis

Current & future state of the CS market – Gap 3:
Due to an increasing or even highly increasing CS market in the future, sectors with a current shortage
of climate services might have the chance that the shortage will be reduced or eliminated in the future.
This may especially be the case for the Built Environment and Exploration sectors because of the
sectors’ very high CS growth potentials. Contrary to that, a surplus could sustain or even increase in the
future in sectors with a current surplus of available climate services. This might apply in particular to
the Public & Charitable Bodies sector, which is currently provided three times as often with climate
services as climate services are demanded by users, but also to Health Care and Tourism.
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7 Key messages and identified gaps
The rich number of key findings, identified gaps and trends are the main outcome of this deliverable. They
amount to 25 statements and represent the concluding part of this deliverable’s analysis. In Table 15 they
are presented according to all the steps the analysis took and according to the structure it applied.

Table 15: Key messages, trends and gaps
Current state of the climate services market in the EU28

Analysis of CS providers and CS supply
Key Message 1

Country scale:
There seems to be a large unequal distribution of CS providers between European member
states. Out of the 360 identified CS providers, 75% are located in Central and Northern European
member states, 16% in Southern and 9% in Eastern European member states. Germany is the
country where by far the most CS providers have been identified (20%).

Key Message 2

Organizational scale:
The European climate services market is still dominated by public CS providers (59%). The two
largest groups of CS providers are (1.) universities or research performing organizations (39%)
and (2.) small and medium sized enterprises (24%), which together make up 63% of all 360
identified CS providers.

Key Message 3

Product scale:
On average, CS providers supply 2.7 different CS types. Out of the eight different CS types,
“Advisory Services” are offered the most, namely by 75% of all CS providers. While National
Meteorological Services are on average most active in offering all CS types to a high extent,
private institutions mainly focus on the supply of “Advisory Services” (84%).

Key Message 4

Sectoral scale:
On average, CS providers supply climate services for 5.4 different sectors. The sectors that are
mostly addressed are Water (51%), Energy (44%), Agriculture (42%) and Urban & Spatial Planning
(40%). There are almost no differences between the priority sectors of public and private CS
suppliers. Nevertheless, private institutions are more likely to address the heavy industry, while
public CS providers focus more often on sectors, whose well-being and well-functioning is
considered to be of public interest.
Analysis of CS users and CS demand

Key Message 1

Country scale:
There seems to be an unequal distribution of CS users between European member states. Out of
the 87 European-based survey participants, 68% are located in Central and Northern European
member states, 31% in Southern and 1% in Eastern European member states. Most survey
participants are from Spain and the UK.
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Key Message 2

Organizational scale:
While survey results indicate almost a balance between public and private CS users, differences
exist between the various institutions that actively use climate services. Within the EU28 the two
largest groups of CS users are private organizations (39%) and universities or research
performing organizations (33), amounting to 72% of all CS users.

Key Message 3

Product scale:
On average, CS users purchase 3 different CS types. 64,4 % of the CS users purchase “Advisory
Services” and 55,2% “Publications”, while “Measurements” (12,6%) are overall purchased the
least. Private organizations, however, have a sound interest in CS types at the beginning of the
CS value chain, such as “Measurements” (24%), Operations (35%) or “Modelling” (38%). This
means that private organizations are increasingly able to further re-use these purchased CS types
and to transform them in more advanced and tailor-made in-house products. That is the case for
23,5% of all private organizations.

Key Message 4

Sectoral scale:
On average, CS users purchase climate services for 4 different sectors. Most climate services are
purchased for the Renewable Energy (48.3% of CS users purchase CS for this specific sector),
Agriculture (44.8%) and Built Environment (43.7%) sectors. While private CS users are more
active and purchase CS for 7 sectors on average, public institutions are only interested in 5
sectors on average.
Analysis of CS sales values

Key Message 1

Country scale:
There is a large unequal distribution of CS sales between European member states. While the
overall European CS sales value in 2016/2017 amounts to 7318.6 EURM, the average European
sales value accounts for only 261.4 EURM. Seven countries represent 77% of the entire European
CS sales value in 2016/2017.

Key Message 2

Relative importance:
The contribution of CS sales to the national GDP is overall highest in Eastern European member
states and lowest in Western and Northern member states. In 2016/2017 CS sales value as a
percentage of GDP ranges between 0.03% (Ireland) and 0.09% (Hungary), accounting for 0.06%
in European countries on average.

Key Message 3

Product scale:
Out of the eight different CS types, “Advisory Services” (23,3%) and “Other Consulting Services”
(23,3%) generate the highest sales values in 2016/2017, amounting up to 47% of the total. Their
high importance is clearly visible through consistent high sales values at both, European and
national level.

Key Message 4

Sectoral scale:
CS sales values differ significantly between sectors, at both European and country level. At
European level the top 10 of 24 sectors account for 4.7 EUR bn or 64% of the total. The Built
Environment, Renewable Energy and Public & Charitable Bodies are the three industries with the
overall highest CS sales values, together amounting to 25.6%.
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Gaps between current CS demand and CS supply
Gap 1

Country scale:
CS demand and CS supply differ between European member states. In total, three different types
of national CS markets could be identified: (1.) A CS market in a state of disequilibrium due to a
shortage of climate services, such as in France, the UK, Spain, Italy, the Netherlands, (Ireland)
and Greece. In these countries, the share of CS users exceeds the share of CS providers. (2.) A CS
market in a state of disequilibrium due to a surplus of available climate services. Such
competitive markets seem to exist in Germany, Austria, Denmark, Belgium, Portugal, (Ireland)
and Finland due to a higher share of CS providers in comparison to the share of CS users. (3.)
Contrary to that, the CS market in Eastern European member states could be characterised as
very premature and small, needing development.
All in all, a high combination of CS users and CS providers also results in a high CS sales value.
This is the case for the five biggest economies within the EU: Germany, France, the UK, Spain and
Italy.

Gap 2

Product scale:
Gaps between supply and demand differ for the eight CS types. (1.) Firstly, there is a state of
disequilibrium due to a shortage of the two CS types “Operation” and “Modelling”. For both CS
types, the demand by users is much higher than the supply by providers. (2.) Secondly, there is a
state of disequilibrium due to a surplus of the two CS types “Advisory Services” and “Data
Management”. Both are provided to a larger extend than actually requested by users. (3.)
Thirdly, besides a state of disequilibrium also a state of equilibrium between demand and supply
could be identified, such as for “Measurements”, “Processing & Re-Analysis” and “Other
Consulting/Capacity Building” as well as partly for “Publication”. All in all, “Advisory Services” are
economically the most important CS type of all.

Gap 3

Sectoral scale:
CS providers seem to meet CS users’ needs partly well when it is about offering climate services
for specific sectors. A state of equilibrium between demand and supply can be identified for 5
sectors out of 12 (Forestry and Timber, Education, Legal and Financial, Agriculture and
Renewable Energy). However, also a clear surplus and a clear shortage of available climate
services exist. While a clear shortage of climate services exists in Exploration and the Built
Environment sector, the highest surplus of climate services can be assessed for the Public &
Charitable Bodies sector and to a smaller extend also for the Tourism sector and Health Care
sector. The Public & Charitable Bodies sector has by far the biggest gap between demand and
supply; climate services are being provided for this sector 3 times as often as they are actually
demanded by CS users.

Future state of the climate services market in the EU28

Analysis of growth rates of CS sales values
Key Message 1

Country scale:
In future, there will be a large unequal distribution of CS sales values between European member
states. Due to very similar national growth rates, 7 countries will still represent 77% of the entire
European CS sales value in 2024/25. Germany as the country with the largest CS market in
2016/17 will be replaced by the UK in 2024/25.
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Key Message 2

Product scale:
In the future, “Advisory Services” and “Other Consulting” will continue to be the largest markets
of eight CS types. Even though “Advisory Services” has the highest growth rate in 2024/25, the
CS value chain will maintain its overall structure as all CS types are expected to grow at a similar
yearly rate.

Key Message 3

Sectoral scale:
Future CS sales values will differ significantly between sectors. The Built Environment,
Renewable Energy and Public & Charitable Bodies are still the three sectors with the overall
highest CS sales values, together amounting to 26.4%. The highest annual growth is expected in
the Processing Industry (NEC) (16.8% in 2024/25), while the lowest growth of CS sales values is
estimated for Business Services (12.2% in 2024/25), Operational Services and Research &
Development.
Analysis of climate change impacts, vulnerabilities and risks

Key Message 1

Country scale:
Impacts of climate change and risks related to climate change differ significantly between
European member states and their regions. Several regions in Spain, Portugal, Italy, Greece,
Bulgaria, Romania and Hungary are expected to have high risks related to climate change but
also regions along the coastline in North-western European countries will be affected negatively.
This indicates an increasing importance and future demand for climate services in general and
together with the low capacity to adapt to climate change in Spain, Portugal, Italy, Greece,
Bulgaria, Romania and Hungary an increasing importance of climate services in highly affected
European member states in particular.

Key Message 2

Sectoral scale:
In particular, the Water, Agriculture, Forestry and Biodiversity sectors will be highly vulnerable in
the future due to their strong interdependencies with each other and with non-climatic
developments, such as changing land-use patterns and population change. As highly vulnerable
are also expected to be the Energy, Transportation, Critical Energy Infrastructure, Mining,
Tourism and Health sector. Multi-sectoral hotspot ‘winners’ that might benefit from a projected
2°C global warming are located in Nordic and the Baltic countries, as well as in some parts of
Central and Eastern European member states. Multi-sectoral hotspot 'losers' are mainly located
in south-eastern and southern parts of Europe, such as in Spain, Portugal, France and Italy.
Trends of future CS demand and CS supply

Trend 1

Country scale:
CS market growth trends cannot clearly be identified at the country scale. While growth rates of
CS sales values indicate that the CS market will steadily grow on similar high growth rates in
every European member state, the climate vulnerability and risk analysis suggests not only a high
growth potential but also a very high growth potential for the CS markets in South and SouthEast European member states.

Trend 2

Sectoral scale:
CS market growth trends can clearly be identified at the sectoral scale: Growth is expected to
differ between sectors. While the growth of CS sales values is estimated to be particularly high in
Agriculture, Forestry and Timber, Health Care, Tourism, Energy, Critical Energy Infrastructures
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(Built Environment/Utilities) and Mining (Exploration), also the vulnerability and risk analysis
suggests the highest growth potential for the exact same sectors.

Gaps between the current and future state of the climate services market in the EU28

Gap 1

Country scale:
The assessed three different types of current CS markets – (1.) a CS market with a shortage of
available climate services, (2.) a CS market with a surplus of available climate services and (3.) a
CS market in a very premature state – might change in the future due to a high or a very high CS
market growth. European member states with a current shortage of climate services might have
the chance to eliminate their shortages. This applies especially to Greece, Italy and Spain
because of an expected very high CS market growth within these countries. In European member
states with a current surplus of climate services, the surplus could sustain or even increase in the
future. This applies especially to Portugal because of Portugal’s expected very high CS market
growth. All Eastern European countries have the chance to leave the premature state of their CS
markets behind and to develop, which might especially be the case for Bulgaria, Hungary and
Romania.

Gap 2

Product scale:
Due to an increasing market growth in the future, the large current shortages of “Operation” and
“Modelling” could potentially be reduced or eliminated in the future, while the gap between CS
demand and CS supply might increase for CS types with a current surplus on the market. This
applies especially to “Date Management” and suggests that some CS providers offering this
specific CS type might want to reconsider their existing strategies.

Gap 3

Sectoral scale:
Due to an increasing or even highly increasing CS market in the future, sectors with a current
shortage of climate services might have the chance that the shortage will be reduced or
eliminated in the future. This may especially be the case for the Built Environment and
Exploration sectors because of the sectors’ very high CS growth potentials. Contrary to that, a
surplus could sustain or even increase in the future in sectors with a current surplus of available
climate services. This might apply in particular to the Public & Charitable Bodies sector, which is
currently provided three times as often with climate services as climate services are demanded
by users, but also to Health Care and Tourism.
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